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THE RESTATEMENT OF THE LAW OF
CONSUMER CONTRACTS: THE
AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE'S
IMPOSSIBLE DREAM
Mark E. Budnitz*

I.

INTRODUCTION

A popular song from the 1960s entreated us to dream the
impossible dream. While it may be good advice for some, it is
hardly a recipe for success in the American Law Institute's (ALI)
attempt to write a Restatement of the Law of Consumer Contracts.
("Consumer Contracts Restatement") Because drafting the Re-

statement is an impossible dream, the project has become a nightmare and should be abandoned.
In 2012, the ALI initiated its restatement project. Since then

the Reporters' have produced three Preliminary Drafts, a Discussion Draft, and five Council Drafts. 2 At its May 2019 Annual Meeting, ALI members began their consideration of the current iteration, which the ALI calls the "Tentative Draft".3 The Tentative
Draft was so controversial that the membership approved only the
first of nine sections.4 The discussion of Section 2 on the adoption
of standard contract terms produced such deep disagreement
* Mark E. Budnitz is the Bobby Lee Cook Emeritus Professor of Law at Georgia
State University College of Law. Professor Budnitz is grateful to Professor Samuel Becher for his insightful critique of this article. Professor Budnitz also thanks
Noah Budnitz for his contributions to the article's description of the consumer
online marketplace.
1
Id. at iv. (The Reporters are: Professors Oren Bar-Gill (Harvard Law
School), Omri Ben-Shahar (University of Chicago Law School) and Florencia
Marotta-Wurgler (New York University School of Law)).
2 Id
at xiii.
s Tentative Draft, supra note 1.
4 The membership approved Section 1, the section containing definitions.
https://www.ali.org/ projects/show/consumer-contracts/#_status.
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among the members that no vote was taken on that section before
the allotted time for discussion of the Tentative Draft expired.
If the Restatement is finally approved by the ALI, it likely
will have a substantial influence on the courts given the paucity of
relevant appellate cases involving online contracting and the lack
of consensus among those courts that have published opinions.' Indeed, the ALI takes pride in how often its restatements are cited
by courts.6 The courts' reliance on the ALI's restatements is a
measure of the institution's reputation. Therefore, the future of
this project is important both for the development of consumer
contract case law and the ALI's institutional reputation.
The principal contention of this article is that the Consumer
Contract Restatement project is an impossible dream because the
online consumer marketplace is constantly changing in major
ways as companies employ the latest advances in technology. As a
result, if the ALI approves a Restatement of the Law of Consumer
Contracts, it already will be out-of-date on the day it is published.
In addition to documenting the continual major changes in
the consumer cyber marketplace, the article considers other factors
to help the reader understand the context in which the recommendation to abandon the project is made. These include a consideration of the substance of the Tentative Draft and the process leading
up to consideration of the Tentative Draft prior to the May 2019
meeting. The Reporters' description of the online consumer marketplace is extremely incomplete and produces black letter rules
and comments that reflect little of the reality in which consumers
and companies conduct online transactions. Legal scholars have
questioned their collection and analysis of the case law. The Reporters ignore the insights of social science studies of consumer behavior. The Reporters' have an unduly constricted view of the factors the ALI should consider in deciding what approach to take in
drafting a restatement. The root of many of these deficiencies is the
Reporters' insistence that the "black letter" rules embody a "blanket assent" approach that in effect creates a presumption that consumers conducting transactions online will be bound to standard
contract terms.

s See infra text accompanying notes 127-38.
6 Richard L. Revesz, When LegislaturesandAgencies Rely on
Restatements
of the Law, THE ALI REPORTER, Winter 2019, at 1 (reporting that ALI restatements have influenced legislatures, administrative agencies and state and municipal regulations).
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Before examining the substance of the Tentative Draft,
Part II briefly recounts the history of the Consumer Restatement
project. Part III describes the current consumer marketplace. Part

IV critically reviews major provisions of the Tentative Draft. The
focus of this article is on the provisions of the Tentative Draft that
deal with the adoption of standard contract terms.' Other sections
of the Tentative Draft are also briefly considered.' Part IV then
examines the critiques that have been leveled against the Tentative
Draft, the May 2019 Annual Meeting, and prospects for the future.
Part V explains why a restatement of consumer contracts at the
present time is an impossible dream including an extensive exploration of new devices to communicate with the internet and the
way technological developments are constantly changing the consumer cyber marketplace. Part VI considers whether the ALI
should attempt a Principles Project instead of a restatement. Part
VII proposes the alternative of an ad hoc task force of stakeholders
whose goal would be to propose industry best practices.

II.

A BRIEF

HISTORY OF THE RESTATEMENT

PROJECT
A.

Why the A LI PublishesRestatements

Producing a restatement is often a grueling, expensive and
time-consuming task for the ALI. Knowing the underlying ra-

tionale for the Consumer Contracts Restatement project helps to
understand why the ALI would stake its reputation on production
of a Restatement of Consumer Contracts. Understanding the rationale also helps to determine whether the Consumer Contracts
Restatement is consistent with the ALI's official purpose in publishing restatements.
According to the ALI's mission statement:
The Institute's mission is 'to promote the clarification
and simplification of the law and its better adaptation to
social needs, to secure a better administration of justice,
and to encourage and carry on scholarly and scientific

Tentative Draft, supra note 1, § 2, 18-53.
See infra discussions of unilateral change of terms, text accompanying
notes 101-12, deception, text accompanying notes 114-17 and unconscionability,
text accompanying notes 118-25.
371
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legal work.' It achieves this goal through the development of Institute projects, which are categorized as Restatements, Codes, or Principles.9
Restatements are primarily addressed to courts and aim
at clear formulations of common law and its statutory elements and reflect the law as it presently stands or might
appropriately be stated by a court. Although restatements aspire toward the precision of statutory language,
they are also intended to reflect the flexibility and capacity for development and growth of the common law. That
is why they are phrased in the descriptive terms of a
judge announcing the law to be applied in a given case
rather than in the mandatory terms of the statute.'0
The ALI's mission statement clearly expresses one ALI goal
in issuing restatements is to "reflect the law as it presently stands."
The section of the Tentative Draft on the adoption of standard
contract terms purports to follow the clear majority rule. As
demonstrated in Part IV.B.1, however, the Tentative Draft does
not accurately reflect the current law as represented in appellate
courts.

But this does not mean the Tentative Draft is contrary to
the ALI's mission statement. For its mission statement says not

only that a restatement formulates the common law as it presently
stands, but also adds "or might appropriately be stated by a court."
The meaning of this phrase is not readily apparent but use of the
disjunctive "or" indicates a restatement can be something different
than merely a restatement of current law." Perhaps the following
sentence in the mission statement elaborates on the phrase in
speaking of the "flexibility and capacity for development and
growth of the common law." Further explanation may be found in
the mission statement's aspiration to promote the law's "better adaptation to social needs." As explained in Part IV.A.4, it appears
the remedies sections in Tentative Draft attempt to achieve that

9 How the Institute Works, https://www.ali.org/about-ali-institute-works
(visited Jan. 30, 2020).
10 Id (emphasis supplied).
" Fred H. Miller, A Restatement That Is Not Really A Restatement, 22
CONSUMER FIN. SERV. L. REP. 1, 1 (April 18, 2019) ("ALI has effectively delegated to its reporters something akin to legislative authority....").
372
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goal. But neither the consumer nor business communities believe
the Tentative Draft is successful in doing so.' 2
The ALI's Style Manual states that the process of drafting
a Restatement involves four steps. The first is ascertaining and articulating the majority rule. The second requires ascertaining
"trends in the law."

3

If Restatements were not to pay attention to trends, the
ALI would be a roadblock to change, rather than a 'law
reform' organization. A third step is to determine what

specific rule fits best with a broader body of law and
therefore leads to more coherence in the law. And the
fourth step is to ascertain the relative desirability of competing rules. Here social-science evidence and empirical
analysis can be helpful.
A Restatement consists of an appropriate mix of these
four elements, with a relative weighing of these considerations being art and not science. The Institute, however,
needs to be clear about what it is doing. For example, if
a Restatement declines to follow the majority rule, it
should say so explicitly and explain why....
[The Restatement process] will operate to produce agreement on the fundamental principles of the common law,
give precision to use of legal terms, and make the law
more uniform throughout the country. Such a restatement will also effect changes in the law, which is proper
for an organization of lawyers to promote and which
make the law better adapted to the needs of life."
There is an obvious tension between the two goals of merely
ascertaining, reflecting and restating present law and striving to

promote a vision of a common law that develops, grows, adapts
and effects changes in the law. The ALI has always struggled with
this. As the ALI's current Director has said, "[t]he debate over the
role of Restatements is as old as the Institute itself.""
12

See infra Part IV.C.

13 Tentative Draft, supranote 1, at xi (Excerpts of the Revised Style Manual
approved by the ALI Council in January 2015).
14 Id at xii (emphasis added in Tentative Draft).
15 Richard L. Revesz, The Debate Over the Role of Restatements,
THE ALI
REPORTER 1, 1 (Summer 2019) (discussing the occasional adoption of minority
373
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Two other points made in the Style Manual are relevant to
consideration of the Consumer Contracts Restatement. It characterizes the ALI as a law reform organization. As discussed below,
it appears that the Reporters did not take this into account.1 6 Second, it should determine what rule fits best with a broader body of
law. As discussed below, the Tentative Draft is not consistent with
provisions in the Contracts Restatement and the UCC.
At times, the ALI has rejected the majority of cases outright. For example, in the Restatement (Third) of Trusts: Prudent
Investor Rule, the ALI adopted a rule "that was flatly inconsistent
with the majority rule prevailing at the time."" In commenting on

the significance of the ALI's approach in that restatement, the current ALI Director noted that "the ALI is explicit that its black letter
need not follow majority rules and that departures are appropriate
in light of 'the relative desirability of competing rules ,' which can
be determined by 'social-science evidence...."18
But overriding this tension, the fundamental problem with

the Tentative Draft is that a restatement of the law of consumer
contracts is not possible at the present time, regardless of whether
it attempts to reflect current law or promote the law's development
and growth. That is because, as described in Part V.B., continuous
developments in technology have changed the manner in which
consumers interact with sellers in fundamental ways. In this environment, a restatement that is consistent with ALI's mission is an
impossible dream.
B. Why the A LI Believed a Restatement of the Law of
Consumer Contractsis Needed
The Director of the ALI has explained the ALI's motivation
in launching this project:

rules in some restatements) (hereafter cited as Revesz Debate). The struggle is
documented in N.E.H. Hull, Restatement and Reform: A New Perspective on
the origins of the American Law-Institute, 8 LAw & HIST. 55 (1990). According
to Professor Hull, the founders of the ALI "had to make compromises with the
professional establishment and the conservatives within their own ranks, but
the inner springs of institute were progressive, pragmatic, and reformist." Id. at

85.
16

See infra text accompanying notes 176-79.

17 Richard L. Revesz, How the ALIEmpowered Fiduciariesto Have Better
Investment Strategies, THE ALI REPORTER, Fall 2017, at 1.
18 Id at 3.
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This Restatement seeks to clarify how courts have applied the principles embodied in the Restatement of the
Law Second, Contracts, and the Uniform Commercial
Code to transactions that either were not contemplated
at the time those projects were completed (and therefore
not addressed), like the purchase of software licenses and
all online transactions, or that became a more significant
part of the economy since that time. In this regard, two
concepts have proven to be particularly challenging - assent and unconscionability-and the Restatement has devoted significant attention to these matters.19
As discussed in Part IV.A.1 and A.2, the Tentative Draft
does not achieve these objectives. 20 It ignores and conflicts with
both the Contracts Restatement and the UCC. Consequently, the
Tentative Draft confuses and confounds rather than clarifies. It
does not and cannot clarify how courts have applied the principles
in the Contracts Restatement and the UCC to "all online transactions" because none of the case law involves 21" Century methods
that consumers use to enter into contracts. Those transactions increasingly are done by touching and tapping smartphones and
talking to personalized bots with names like Siri and Alexa.'
Moreover, in the future, contracts will be formed in ways and on
devices we cannot even imagine.2 2
III.

THE

TWO

MARKETPLACES IN WHICH

CONSUMER CONTRACTS ARE FORMED

A. The Bricks and MortarMarketplace:Face-to-Facewith
Written and Signed PaperAgreements
The common law of contracts developed in an environment
entirely different from today's online consumer marketplace.
Sellers and buyers typically bargained over the terms of the

19 Tentative Draft, supra note
1, at xv. (The restatement project was
"launched" as a result of an ALI conference, Making Consumer Protection
Work: Regulatory Techniques for Enforcing ConsumerProtectionLaw.); ALI's
Young ScholarsProgram, THE ALI REPORTER, Fall 2015, at 1.
20 See infra text accompanying notes 39-57,
62-70, 90-93.
21 See infra text accompanying notes 256-58.
22 See infra text accompanying notes 218, 276-84.
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contract, often face-to-face.23 Sometimes transactions were entirely
oral, at other times one or more pieces of paper with only the barest
of information was involved. For other purchases, the buyer and
seller signed a piece of paper on which was written an agreement
containing terms and conditions.
Although the law did not distinguish between business-tobusiness and business-to-consumer transactions, agreements in
consumer transactions long ago included features that still characterize consumer contracts today, whether the transaction occurs in
a brick-and-mortar store or in cyberspace. Consumer contracts
consist mainly of standard form "boilerplate" terms,2 4 often in fine
print.2 Most consumers do not read the agreements. 26 Even if they
try to, they are unlikely to understand them because they contain
legalistic terms." Moreover, the contracts are presented on a take-

it-or-leave it basis, so even if they do understand the terms, consumers have no ability to bargain over them. 28

B. The Consumer Cyber Marketplace
Consumers are increasingly shopping for goods and services in environments dominated by electronic technology. This
occurs whether consumers shop at physical stores or remotely from
an electronic device. For example, when consumers enter a mall or
an individual store, devices connect with the consumer's smart

23 Edith R. Warkentine, Beyond Unconscionability: The Case For Using
'Knowing Assent' As The Basis ForAnalyzing Unbargained- For Terms In
StandardForm Contracts, 31 SEATTLE U. L. REV. 469, 475 (2008) ("Traditional assent analysis is based on the paradigm of two parties with relatively
equal bargaining power who, through a bargaining process, 'carve out' particular contract terms to serve their respective self - interests.").
24 Robert Hillman & Jeffrey J. Rachlinski, Standard-Form Contractingin
the ElectronicAge, 77 N.Y.U. L. REV. 429, 435-36 (2002).
25 Id at 479.
26 Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 2-3, 35. The Tentative Draft cites scholarship by two of the Reporters to support that assertion. Yannis Bakos, Florencia Marotta-Wurgler & David R. Trossen, Does Anyone Read the Fine Print?
Consumer Attention to StandardForm Contracts, 43(1) J. LEG STUD. 1 (2014);

OMRI BEN-SHAHAR & CARL E. SCHNEIDLER, MORE THAN YOU WANTED TO
KNOW: THE FAILURE OF MANDATED DISCLOSURE, Ch 2 (2014).
27 Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 1 ("consumers enter the transaction.. .without any professional understanding of its legal contours").
28 Hillman & Rachlinski, supra note 25, at 435-36.
376
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phone. 29 Consumers may receive discounts or other promotions on
their phones to encourage them to shop at the store. 3
Amazon and others are opening cashless stores in which
their movements are captured by cameras.3 ' Consumers do not
need to stand in a checkout line; when they leave the store, their
phone informs them that the amount of the purchase has been
charged to their credit card or debit card. As a result, unlike with
a traditional credit card or debit card transaction, they do not sign
any piece of paper or screen on a terminal as they may with a credit
card purchase or enter a PIN as they do with a purchase paid with
a debit card. The only evidence they have of their agreement to
enter into the transaction and description of what they have purchased is what has been communicated to their phone. There is,
however, an underlying agreement which consumers enter into

when they download the app.
Many consumers also shop remotely from their computers
at home or smartphones wherever they happen to be. They find
the businesses where they want to buy goods and services by using
search engines on their browsers and downloading apps. Some
consumers agree to enter into transactions by clicking buttons with
labels such as "I Agree." These are called clickwrap agreements.
Press Release, Revitalizing Retail with Indoor Location
Tracking,
RELEASEWIRE (Nov. 1, 2019).
30 96% of PeopleHave Seen Ads That Reference TheirLocation,Indicating
29

the Prevalence of Location-Specific Advertising, MARTECHSERIES (May 23,
2019), https://martechseries.com/analytics/people-based-marketing/96-of-people-have-seen-ads-that-reference-their-location-indicating-the-prevalence-oflocation-specific-advertising4 Bob Legters, Bank Think 7 (realistic)predictions
about
fintech
in
2019,
FORBES.COM
(Dec.
12,
2018)
https://www.forbes.com/sites/boblegters/2019/12/16/7-realistic-predictions-for-

how-banking-will-look-in-2020/#75878c378d05(reporting that "We won't see
the end of cash, but points and loyalty will become more of a currency....Strides
are being made in the loyalty space that will allow people to redeem their rewards right at a point of sale....").
31 Sebastian Herrera & Aaron Tilley, Amazon Opens CashierlessSupermarket to Sell Food, WALL ST. J (Feb 26, 2020) at B1 (reporting that in addition to
small cashless convenience stores selling few items, Amazon is opening large
cashless supermarkets); Hayley Peterson, Amazon is poised to disruptgrocersin
an entirelynew way - here's what that could look like, BUSINESS INSIDER (Feb.
13, 2020), available atWestLaw; Gina Bellafante, Some ChangesOver the Decade That We Didn't See Coming, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 29, 2019) at 27 (reporting
on a coffee shop that takes payment only with a credit or debit card or by app
on a smartphone).
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Others transact their shopping on websites where they do not click
on any such a button, but the site includes a link to contract terms.
These are called browse-wrap agreements.32
Whether they purchase goods from either a physical store
or online, consumers may not receive important contract terms until later when they open the box in which the goods are delivered,
a scenario the Tentative Draft calls "Pay Now, Terms Later" or
PNTL transactions.33

The challenge for the Reporters drafting the Consumer Restatement has been to determine what rules should apply to contracts made in these very different environments.

IV.

THE RESTATEMENT

SO FAR

A. Review of MajorProvisions, Comments and Reporters'

Notes
1. Manifesting Assent to the Transaction
The Tentative Draft does not include a provision on the formation of contracts. Instead, it has a provision on the adoption of
standard contract terms. In Comments, however, the Reporters
talk about formation in terms of the manifestation of assent to the
transaction.3 4

A consumer contract is not formed unless the consumer
manifests assent to the transaction. The consumer may
manifest assent to the transaction proposed by the business in any manner and by any medium reasonable in the
circumstances. Once the transaction is formed, this Section [2] determines which standard contract terms are
adopted. While in many instances, the manifestation of
assent to the transaction and the adoption of standard
contract terms happen at the same time, in other instances they may be done separately. 35

Tentative Draft, supranote 1, at 44-49.
3 Hill v. Gateway 2000, Inc., 105 F. Supp. 3d 1147, 1148 (7th Cir. 1997);
Tentative Draft, supra, note 1, at 49.
3 Tentative Draft, supranote 1, at 19-20.
3 Id
at 19. (Professor Radin distinguishes between "consent" to contract
terms in which the consumer makes an informed decision that the consumer
378
32
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In inviting the consumer to enter a transaction, the business may establish how the assent may be manifested, as
long as the manner in medium are reasonable in the circumstances and reasonably communicated to the consumer as manifesting assent. (Compare Restatement of
the Law Second, Contracts §§ 30, 50.) Most often, assent
to the transaction is manifested by signing an agreement,
paying, or clicking "Purchase Now" or "I Agree" after the
consumer has been put on reasonable notice that such actions would result in the formation of a legal obligation...
When manifesting assent, the consumer is usually aware
only of the core deal terms.... In assenting to the transaction, the consumer simultaneously adopts those core
terms - many of which are standardcontract terms... as
part of the contract.36
First, despite omitting a provision on contract formation, in

a Comment the Reporters seem to indicate the Tentative Draft is
somehow directly related to assent to the transaction which results
in contract formation.

The common-law rules restated herein are consistent
with, and elaborate on, the generalprinciples of contract
formation, as articulated in Restatement of the Law Second, Contracts...."
Second, as the Comment demonstrates, despite making a
distinction between assent to the transaction and adoption of
standard contract terms, the Reporters acknowledge there is a very
close connection between the two concepts. According to the
bargains for and "assent" in which the consumer is unable to change the boilerplate terms.); Michelle E. Boardman, Consent and Sensibility, 127 HARV. L.
REV. 1967, 1971 (2014), reviewing MARGARET JANE RADIN, BOILERPLATE:
THE FINE PRINT, VANISHING RIGHTS, AND THE RULE OF LAW (2013).

Id at 20-21 (emphasis added).
" Id at 35 (emphasis added). The Reporters assert that "[T]he provisions
in this Restatement implement both the spirit and practice of Karl Llewellyn's
vision of 'blanket assent' to consumer contracts." Id at 36. This reference is
confusing because no provision in the Tentative Draft deals with assent to consumer contracts. See supra note 36 and accompanying text. Perhaps the Reporters intended to refer instead to blanket assent to the adoption of standard terms
in consumer contracts, a subject the Tentative Draft does cover in Section 2. See
infra notes 58-61 and accompanying text.
379
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Comment, consumers may adopt standard terms at the "same
time" as they assent to the transaction.
In addition, according to the Reporters, all it takes for consumers to assent to a transaction is a click on a button with as
opaque a phrase as "I Agree" as long as the consumer has reasonable notice that the click legally obligates the consumer. Neither in
the Comment to Section 2 nor in the Reporters' Notes to that section are there any citations to cases holding that clicking on such a
button after reasonable notice constitutes assent to a transaction
and formation of a contract. In this way, the Reporters seem to
want to add a gloss to the Contracts Restatement which may be
inappropriate given the absence of any provision on assent to a
transaction in the Tentative Draft.

It is appropriate to consider how the Contracts Restatement
handles the formation of contract. Indeed, the portion of the Comment to Section 2 of the Tentative Draft quoted above includes the
reference "Compare Restatement of the Law Second, Contracts §§
30, 50."38 Section 30 of the Contracts Restatement addresses the
formation of contract in terms of offer and acceptance. The section
provides, inter alia, that an offer "may require acceptance to be
made...by performing...a specific act...."39 Although the drafters
of the Contracts Restatement could not imagine consumers forming contracts on computers, it seems reasonable to assume that performing a specific act could include clicking on a button that is labelled with words such as "I Accept" or "I Agree."
Section 50 of the Contracts Restatement covers the terms of
the contract. It provides, inter alia: "Acceptance of an offer is a
manifestation of assent to the terms thereofmade by the offeree in
a manner invited or required by the offer."40 The Contracts Restatement treats all contracts alike rather than having separate
rules for consumer contracts. Consequently, it does not have special rules regarding adoption of standard terms in consumer contracts.

Because the Tentative Draft does not suggest any black letter law on the formation of the contract, that gap is filled by the

38

Idat 20.

39 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS, § 30 (1979) (hereafter "Restatement of Contracts" or "Contracts Restatement"); U.C.C. § 2-206 (UCC Article 2 also includes a section on offer and acceptance).
40 Restatement of Contracts, Id at § 50 (emphasis added).
380
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Contracts Restatement. 41 The Contracts Restatement expresses

contract formation in terms of offer and acceptance. Reading the
Comments to the Tentative Draft, it would be reasonable to assume that the law on offer and acceptance is settled and there was
no need for the Consumer Contracts Restatement to deal with formation. That, however, is an erroneous assumption.
The cases are in direct conflict over such a basic question
as to who is making the offer and who is accepting that offer. A
prominent Seventh Circuit case, ProCD v. Zeidenberg, proclaimed
"A vendor, as master of the offer, may invite acceptance by conduct, and make proposed limitations on the kind of conduct that
constitutes acceptance."4

2

The opinion cited no cases to support its

position. A federal district court in Klocek v. Gateway disagreed.
It noted that the Seventh Circuit "provided no explanation for its
conclusion 'that the vendor is master of the offer'. . . In typical consumer transactions, the purchaser is the offeror, and the vendor is
the offeree." 43 The Klocek decision cited two cases that supported
its position.

The Tentative Draft emphasizes that ProCD is a leading
case followed by many subsequent cases, mentioning the ProCD
case several times. 44 Curiously, however, the Tentative Draft does
Tentative Draft, supranote 1, at 7, 35.
ProCD v. Zeidenberg, 86 F.3d 1417, 1452 (7th Cir. 1996).
43 Klocek v. Gateway, Inc., 104 F. Supp. 2d 1332, 1340 (D. Kan. 2000). The
court acknowledged that while it was possible for the vendor to be the party
making an offer, in the instant case the seller presented no evidence that it was
the offeror. Id. ProCD was followed by a consumer case, Hill v. Gateway 2000,
Inc., 105 F.3d 1147 (7th Cir. 1997), in a decision by the same judge who wrote
the opinion in ProCD. In Hill, the consumers telephoned the seller to order a
computer. "[T]here is not a scintilla of doubt that the Hills were the offerors,
but it was essential for the court to characterize Gateway as the offeror to assure
the application of the theory the court created [in ProCD] from whole cloth. If
Gateway was not the offeror, the theory crumbles. The court offers no explanation for characterizing the vendor as the offeror, because there is no explanation." John E. Murray, Jr., The Dubious State of the Rolling ContractFormation
Theory, 50 DUQ, L. REV. 35, 50 (2012). "To say that the offeror is the 'master of
his offer' means only that he may rule out certain things as acceptance. That is,
he can limit the universe of things that will be regarded as acceptances, not that
he can expand acceptance beyond the universe that a reasonable person in the
offeree's shoes would believe to be acceptance." James J. White, Contracting
underAmended Article 2-207 (Freedomfrom ContractSymposium), 2004 WIS.
L. REV. 723, 737.
44 Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 49, 51-52.
381
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not mention ProCD when discussing formation of contracts. Instead, it is referred to extensively in the Reporters' Notes on consumer adoption of standard terms. 45 That may mislead courts that
rely on the restatement if it is finally approved by the ALI. The
court in ProCD stated: "ProCD proposed the contract that buyer
would accept by using the software after having an opportunity to
read the license at leisure."4 6 In case anyone might not understand
that the decision was about contract formation and not adoption
of standard terms, the following year in a case involving the same
issue but in a consumer transaction the same judge stated: "the
question in ProCDwas not whether terms were added to a contract
after its formation, but how and when the contract was
formed...."
Which party is the offeror and which is the offeree may also
be confounded by the seller's contract terms. For example, Best
Buy's terms and conditions for online sales includes the following:
"Our order confirmation to you does not signify our acceptance of
your order, nor does it constitute confirmation of our offer to sell.
At any time after receipt of your order, we may accept, decline, or
place quantity or other limits on your order for any reason." 48
"Does not signify our acceptance of your order" seems to mean Best
Buy is the offeree, since it is accepting the consumer's order. "Our
offer to sell" sounds like Best Buy is the offeror.
As the above discussion demonstrates, the case law is divided on issues involving contract formation. This calls into question the Reporters' decision not to draft black letter rules on assent
to the transaction. A major case involving who is the master of the
offer is omitted from the Tentative Draft's discussion of contract
formation and instead discussed in terms of adoption of standard
terms, despite the court's insistence the case involved contract

Id at 49-52.
ProCD, 86 F. 3d at 1452 (no emphasis added).
47 Hill v. Gateway, 105 F.3d at 1150; See Roger C. Bern, "Terms Later"
Contracting:Bad Economics, Bad Morals, and a Bad Idea for a Uniform Law,
Judge EasterbrookNot Withstanding, 12 J. L. & POL'Y 641 (2004). Bern claims
Judge Easterbrook "deftly discarded clear statutory language and foundational
common law principles and created in their place, virtually out of whole cloth,
a new doctrine of contract formation" Id at 649.
48 Terms and Conditions, BEST BuY_(last visited Feb. 7, 2020), www.bestbuy. com/site/help-topics/term-and-conditions/pcmcat2 04400050067.c?id=pcm45

46

cat204400050067.
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formation. Finally, the contract terms used by sellers also confuses
the question of who is making the offer and who is accepting it.
It also is instructive to compare the Consumer Restatement
on formation of contracts with relevant sections of the UCC. Article 2 applies to transactions in goods, primarily the sale of goods. 49
Unlike the Contracts Restatement, it does not apply to the sale of
services or to software licenses."
U.C.C. Section 2-204, like the Contracts Restatement, does
not distinguish between consumer and commercial transactions. It
provides:
A contract for sale of goods may be made in any manner
sufficient to show agreement, including conduct by both parties
which recognizes the existence of such a contract."
Section 2-206 provides in part:

"Unless unambiguously indicated by the language or
circumstances

(a) An offer to make a contract shall be construed as
inviting acceptance in any manner and by any
medium reasonable in the circumstances[.]"5 2

49 E.g., U.C.C. §§ 2-201, 2-203, 2-204, 2-205, 2-301, 2-313, 2-314. (While Article 2 as a whole applies to transactions in goods, certain sections apply only to
the sale of goods).
" U.C.C. § 2. (Article 2A applies to personal property leases. Section 2A-204
covers formation and contains language almost identical to those in § 2-204).
51 U.C.C. § 2-204. The UCC makes a distinction between "contract" and
"agreement." " 'Contract', as distinguished from 'agreement', means the total
legal obligation that results from the parties' agreement as determined by [the
Uniform Commercial Code] as supplemented by any other applicable laws."
U.C.C. § 1-201(12). "'Agreement'... means the bargain of the parties in fact, as
found in their language or inferred from other circumstances, including course
of performance, course of dealing or usage of trade as provided in Section 1303." U.C.C. § 1-201(3).
52 U.C.C. § 2-206. In the early 2000's the ALI proposed to amend Article 2.
Amended 2-204 provided that agreement could be shown by "the interaction of
electronic agents, and the interaction of an electronic agent and an individual."
Amended U.C.C. § 2-204(1); COMPREHENSIVE COMMERCIAL LAW 2012
SUPPLEMENT 127 (Ronald J. Mann, Elizabeth Warren & Jay Lawrence Westbrook, eds. 2012). No state enacted the amended version and the ALI withdrew
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In the bricks and mortar consumer marketplace, Section 2206 provides consumers and companies wide latitude in how consumers can accept an offer. Section 2-204, however, clearly states
that, regardless of how acceptance is accomplished, a party alleging there was a contract must "show agreement."
In addition, Section 2-206 in providing that the seller's offer

to make a contract "shall be construed as inviting acceptance in
any manner and by any medium reasonable" includes an important qualification. It applies "[u]nless unambiguously indicated
by the language or circumstances." In the typical internet sale, the
seller's website "unambiguously" requires the buyer to accept by
clicking on or tapping an "accept" button. Since this is an unambiguous requirement, it is the only way the consumer can accept
an offer."
That leaves 2-204 as the operative UCC provision in the
typical online consumer transaction. That section requires a showing of agreement. This seems comparable to the Contract Restatement which requires the manifestation of assent. 4 This is in sharp
contrast to the Tentative Draft which proposes a "blanket assent"
approach to the adoption of standard contract terms.
Unfortunately, the Reporters' reliance on the ProCD case
has thrown the proper application of 2-204 into doubt. That opin-

ion adopts an interpretation of 2-204 that has been severely criticized." As a result, the Tentative Draft introduces confusion into
the law contrary to the ALI's mission to clarify the law.5 6

it from consideration; See generally William J. Henning, Amended Article 2:
What Went Wrong? 11 DuQ. Bus. L. J. 131 (2009).
5 U.C.C. § 2-206. An exception neither the Restatement of Contracts, the
U.C.C. nor the Tentative Draft provides for is when sellers say they are neither
making an offer nor accepting any offer by the consumer. See supra text accompanying note 48.
5 Contracts Restatement, supranote 40, § 50. Compare Intel v. Sulyma, 140
U.S. 768, 771 (2020) (ERISA's requirement of proof of "actual knowledge" to
trigger statute of limitations means the knowledge must be "more than hypothetical", but "evidence of 'willful blindness"' may be sufficient).
" See infra, text accompanying notes 149-52.
56 See supra, text accompanying note 10.
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2. Adoption of Standard Contract Terms
As discussed above,5 7 the Tentative Draft does not include
a provision on the formation of contracts, but Section 2 does address the adoption of standard contract terms.5 8 It provides that
consumers adopt standard contract terms as long as there is reasonable notice and the opportunity to review the terms. The Tentative Draft provides in Section 2 that consumers adopt standard
contract terms "If the consumer manifests assent to the transaction
after receiving: (1) a reasonable notice of the standard contract
term and of the intent to include the term as part of the consumer
contract, and (2) a reasonable opportunity to review the standard
contract term."5

9

The section also provides for adoption of stand-

ard terms when they are available for review only after the consumer manifests assent, Pay Now, Terms Later, or PNTL transactions. But those standard terms are adopted only if the consumer
has a reasonable opportunity to review the terms and has a reasonable opportunity to terminate the transaction.6 0
The Restatement of Contracts also has a provision relating
to the adoption of standard contract terms. Section 211 provides:
(1) Except as stated in Subsection (3), where a party to an
agreement signs or otherwise manifests assent to a writing and has reason to believe that like writings are regularly used to embody terms of agreements of the same
type, he adopts the writing as an integrated agreement
with respect to the terms included in the writing.

(2) Such a writing is interpreted wherever reasonable as
treating alike all those similarly situated, without regard
to their knowledge or understanding of the standard
terms of the writing.

" See supra, text accompanying notes 35-38.
58 Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at § 1(a)(5) ("Standard contract term" is
defined as "A term, relating to a consumer contract, that has been drafted prior
to the transaction for use in multiple transactions between the business and consumer parties).
9

Id at § 2(a)(1), (a)(2). "Contract" is defined as "A promise or set of promises

for the breach of which the law gives a remedy, or the performance of which the
law in some way recognizes a duty; Id at § 1(a)(3); Id at 8.
60 Id (emphasis added).
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(3) Where the other party has reason to believe that the
party manifesting such assent would not do so if he knew
that the writing contained a particular term, the term is
not part of the agreement. 61

The Restatement of Contracts does not suggest a different
rule for consumer contracts. Rather, the rule applies where agreements contain standardized terms, regardless of whether the parties are both businesses or a business and a consumer. 62
It is instructive to compare and contrast two aspects of Section 211 of the Contracts Restatement on adopting terms with the
adoption of standard terms provision in the Tentative Draft. Un-

der the Contracts Restatement, two elements must be proven.
First, a party must manifest assent. It can do this by signing an
agreement or "otherwise" manifesting assent. Consequently, clicking on a button labelled "I Accept" would meet the test as long as
it constitutes manifesting assent. Second, the party "has reason to
believe that like writings are regularly used to embody terms of
agreements of the same type." It is not clear whether any consumers, except perhaps some lawyers who are themselves consumers,
have such familiarity with the language of agreements that they
have the requisite reason to believe. The Reporters of the Tentative Draft themselves acknowledge that consumers do not read
agreements. 63 Perhaps that is why that provision in the Contracts
Restatement is omitted from the Tentative Draft.
Furthermore, even when one party manifests assent, if the
other party has reason to believe the other party would not agree
to a specific term if he "knew" the writing included that term, that

term is deemed not part of the agreement and therefore does not
bind the other party. 64 That crucial requirement is omitted from
Section 2 of the Tentative Draft without explanation or justification for the omission. 65

61

62
63
64

Restatement of Contracts, supra note 40, at § 211.
Id § 211, cmt. a.

Tentative Draft, supranote 1, at 3, 35.

See Wayne R. Barnes, Toward A FairerModel of Consumer Assent To
Standard Form Contracts: In Defense of Restatement Subsection 211(3), 82
WASH. L. REV. 227, 266 (2007).
65 Tentative Draft, supra note 1. § 211(3) has been largely ignored by the
courts and misinterpreted by some who have applied it. Barns, supranote 65, at
249. Professor Barnes, however, argues that 211(3) deserves serious consideration, inter alia, because social science studies suggest the subsection is well386
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Like the Contracts Restatement, the Tentative Draft also
requires manifestation of the consumer's assent. In addition, under
the Tentative Draft the consumer must manifest the assent after
receiving reasonable notice and a reasonable opportunity to review
the standard contract terms. It may seem that the Tentative Draft
is providing consumers more protection against unintended or illinformed assent than the Contracts Restatement by requiring prior
notice and opportunity to review standard terms, a provision that
is not in the Contracts Restatement.
In reality, however, that is no protection at all. As the Reporters themselves acknowledge in the Tentative Draft and their
own scholarship, consumers are "unlikely to read...lengthy standard forms." 66 Indeed, the Reporters declare "[i]t is both irrational
and infeasible for most consumers to keep up with the increasingly
complex terms provided by businesses...."67 The Reporters describe the severely disadvantageous position consumers occupy in
relation to the businesses with whom they form contracts: the
"asymmetry in information, sophistication and stakes," and consumers' lack of "any professional understanding of" the legal contours of their contractual obligations.68 Furthermore, the Reporters admit, "[e]ven in the presence of adequate notices concerning
the adoption of standard contract terms, and regardless of how
timely and prominent is the presentation of the terms, consumers
rarely become meaningfully informed about the content and effects
of such terms." 69
Moreover, as discussed below, most companies provide in
their agreements that they can make unilateral changes in their
contract terms.70 Consequently, consumers who want to fully un-

derstand their rights and obligations have to be constantly on the
suited to the reality of consumers in transactions that involve standard terms.
Id. at 250-51, 262-72. Barnes' approach is illustrated and critiqued in Justin P.
Green, The Consumer-RedistributiveStance: A Perspective on Restoring Balance To Transactions Involving Consumer Standard-Form Contracts, 46
AKRON L. REV. 551, 579-80 (2013).
66 Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 3, 35. Two of the Reporters' own scholarship supports this assertion. See supra note 28. See Ian Ayres & Alan
Schwartz, The No-Reading Problem in Consumer ContractLaw, 66 STAN. L
REV. 545 (2014).
67 Id
at 1.
68

Id

69 Id at 36.
° See infra Sections IV.A.3.
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alert to changes made by sellers and to understand the effect of
those changes.
One question that arises under the Tentative Draft is how
consumers manifest assent to a term online. Curiously, unlike section 2-204 of the UCC, the Tentative Draft does not explicitly say
that consumers can assent by their conduct. Instead, the Tentative
Draft explains what conduct constitutes manifestation of assent by
means of many illustrations."
The illustrations to the Comment all occur within the context of the consumer agreement taking place either in a physical
store or on a store's website. The illustrations of assent on websites
all involve a consumer clicking on a button containing a term such
as "Accept" or "Accept and Continue, "" "Purchase Now,"" "Read
More"" or "I Agree. 75 The very fact that the illustrations use several different terms as manifesting consent shows the lack of standardization. That lack presumably could confuse a reasonable consumer. But the Tentative Draft assumes every "reasonable"
consumer would understand that all of these different terms have
the same legal effect even though the Reporters themselves admit
consumers do not understand this. 76
Every online clickwrap website illustration involves a con-

sumer who consents by clicking, so all presumably involve using a
mouse. No illustrations involve using a touchpad on a laptop.
None involve touching or tapping on a cell phone screen or talking

" Tentative Draft, supranote 1, at 20-34.
72 Id, at 30, Illustration
18.
3 Id at 22, Illustration 5.
4 Id at 25, Illustration 11.
" Id at 29, Illustration 16. The Comment also points out a website may use
the term "Purchase Now." Id at 20. Other sites use the terms "Submit Order"
and "Place Order." Mark E. Budnitz, Touching, Tapping, And Talking: The
Formation of ContractsIn Cyberspace, 43 NOVA L. REV. 235, 256 (2019) (hereafter Budnitz Formation).
76 See Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 1 (acknowledging that consumers
have no understanding of the "legal contours" of their transactions). Amazon has
streamlined the purchasing process. It "will automatically add a Dash Button
after you purchase a product that is regularly reordered by customers...[Y]ou
can quickly order your favorite products with the press of a button." Amazon
Dash, AMAZON, www.amazon.com/b?ie=UTF8node=17729534011 (visited Feb
28, 2020). The "Dash Button" discloses only the barest of information: "Each
Dash Button features the brand logo or brand name of the product...." Id See
text accompanying note 334.
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to a voice assistant such as Alexa or Siri. These omissions can be
justified on the basis that there are no reported cases involving any
online contracting other than consumers entering into contracts on
a laptop or desktop and communicating by clicking on a mouse.
But they also demonstrate the Tentative Draft is based on an outof-date perspective. None of the illustrations take into account that
a cell phone has a much smaller screen than a laptop or desktop
despite a Federal Trade Commission's guidance that repeatedly
points out that disclosures on a small screen make a legally significant difference in assessing the consumer's ability to perceive and
understand the disclosures on a website."
The illustrations involve various website formats; some
contain hyperlinks78 ; some involve the phrase "Additional Terms

of Sale" and "Purchase Now" or "Register" or a "scroll box." 79 The
Reporters instruct us as to which scenarios pass muster and which
do not. But undoubtedly sellers will develop new formats, and as
discussed above, none of the illustrations provide guidance on how
the manifestation of assent requirement would be applied in the
various scenarios if a tap, touch or talk were the consumer's means
of communication rather than a mouse click.8 0
Comment 9 suggests that "[t]he characteristics of the contracting parties may also be taken into account when evaluating
the reasonableness of the notice...."81 The end of that sentence provides an example: "when a product or service is offered to a small
segment of especially sophisticated consumers." 2 The Comment
does not acknowledge that courts should also take into account
products or services targeted at the least sophisticated consumers
such as elderly, disabled, low income and less educated consumers. 83 No guidance is offered on how to interpret and apply the
" FED. TRADE COMM., .COM DISCLOSURES: HOW TO MAKE EFFECTIVE
DISCLOSURES

IN DIGITAL ADVERTISING, 8, 10, A5, A22 (Mar. 2013),
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/attachments/press-releases/ftc-staff-revises-online-advertising-disclosure-guidelines/130312 dotcomdisclosures.pdf
(hereafter FTC Disclosures).
78 Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 22, Illustration 5.
79 Id at 28, Illustration 14; id. at 27, Illustration 12; id at 31, Illustration 21.
80 See generallyBudnitz supra note 76.
81 Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 28, cmt. 9.
82

Id

83 Laura Finaldi, E-commerce: Is it good for holidays?SARASOTA HERALD
TRIBUNE (Nov. 19, 2019) (reporting on a survey finding that 27.5% of shoppers
earning $25,000 or less planned to shop at an online only retailer during the 2019
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reasonableness of notice and opportunity to review when those
consumers enter into contracts.

While the illustrations declare winners and losers, declaring
which formats pass the assent test and which do not, the Reporters
themselves admit that in reality, a click on "I Accept" is not a
meaningful act of assent. "A signature at the bottom of a form or a
click 'I Accept' is, at best, a declaration 'I know I am agreeing to
something, but I don't know what. I trust that if something really
bad is buried in the fine print, the law will protect me from its

bite."' As discussed below, that trust is misplaced.84
The Reporters' treatment of Pay Now, Terms Later"

(PNTL) contracts illustrates several of the problematic features of
the Tentative Draft. These are sales in which consumers agree to
the "core deal terms" of the transaction, such as the brand, the specific model of that brand, and the price. 85 The consumer is provided the standard terms only later when they are included in the
box containing the goods. The Reporters approve of a line of cases
holding that the consumer is deemed to have adopted the standard
terms unless the consumer returns the goods within the time required by the terms of the contract.86 The Reporters acknowledge
that there is a contrary line of cases, and that "[a]cademic scholarship on that question has, by and large, endorsed" those contrary
cases. 87
The Reporters, however, never cite those articles by prominent law professors. 88 They never point out that a major contention in those articles is that the leading case, ProCD v. Zeidenberg,
wrongly applies sections 2-204 and 2-207 of the UCC. 89 To the con-

trary, they provide the opposite message, making it seem that the
majority of cases are consistent with the Uniform Commercial
Code. According to the Reporters, "[t]he-common law rules stated
holidays), availableat 2019 WLNR 34885781. See generallyNick Timiraos, Fed
Official Warns About Racism 's Economic Toll, WALL ST. J. (July 7, 2020) (reporting that Raphael Bostic, president of the Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank referred to studies showing that "[b]ecause poor people are stressed more often
than others, 'it shouldn't be surprising that their decision-making suffers.").
84 See infra text accompanying notes 113-26.
85 Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 23, Illustration 7 (provides an example
of one scenario).
86 Id, at49.
87
88
89

Id
Id

See infra note 150.
Bern, supranote 48, at 665.
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herein are consistent with, and elaborate on, the general principles
of contract formation, as articulated in Restatement of the Law
Second, Contracts, Chapter 3, and how a majority of courts have
interpreted UCC § 2-204 in this context." 90 For the Reporters, all
that matters is counting the number of courts that follow the leading case. They do not acknowledge that the leading case involved
two businesses and no consumers whatsoever. 91 Consequently, the
court did not take into consideration the very different environment in which consumers adopt standard terms.
The next year, however, the same judge wrote the opinion
in Hill v. Gateway, a consumer case involving the same issue of
additional terms delivered in a box with the product. 2 But the
court merely followed the same analysis as in ProCD, the commercial case. The court did not take into consideration the very different characteristics of the parties in a business-to-consumer case. In
the Hill case, the consumer ordered the goods by telephone. The
Reporters do not question whether a different analysis should be
applied if a transaction is initiated in an internet environment.
The Reporters ignored the ALI's current Director's im-

portant insight. He has pointed out that in those jurisdictions that
have adopted the minority rule, that rule is the law. 93 If a Restatement adopts the majority rule it is, in effect, taking a legislative
role in recommending that the minority jurisdiction change its

law. 94 It owes the minority jurisdiction a duty to explain and justify
that recommendation.95 The Tentative Draft merely cites cases following the majority and minority rules, counts the number of cases
on each side, and never explains why the majority rule is the better
one.

The Reporters did not utilize any social science studies to
justify their reliance on "reasonable notice" and "opportunity to review" in the many very different contexts in which consumers
Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 35. See also Tentative Draft, supra note
1, at 12: ("Of course, the common-law rules set out in this Restatement cannot
override statutory provision of the UCC....").
91 ProCD v. Zeidenberg, 86 F.3d 1447 (7th Cir. 1996).
92 Hill v. Gateway 2000, Inc., 105 F.3d 1147 (7th Cir. 1997).
93 Revesz Debate, supra note 16, at 4.
94 Id
9s Id. ("And if the ALI were to recommend such a change, we should be able
to offer a reasoned explanation why the majority position is the better rule;
counting noses, without further analysis, is unlikely to persuade the minority
jurisdiction to abandon its approach.").
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assent to terms. 96 Informing their decisions by learning from such
studies would be well within the tradition of ALI restatements.
The ALI Style Manual itself recommends using social science. 97
These studies were readily available to the Reporters. 98 The FTC,
in its guidance to companies advertising on websites, recommends
that "advertisers should also take into consideration their own research about where consumers do and do not look on a screen." 99
3. Unilateral Change of Terms
The Tentative Draft's approach of easy "blanket assent" to
adoption of terms is made even more perilous for consumers by its
rules in Section 3 on modification of standard contract terms. Section 3 will apply in many consumer transactions because the typical contract provides that the business can unilaterally change contract terms.'

96

See infra text accompanying notes 165-74.

97 Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at xii.

E.g., Tess Wilkinson-Ryan, A PsychologicalAccount of Consent to Fine
Print, 99 IOwA L. REV. 1745, 1758-82 (2014) (psychological studies testing consumer perceptions of standard terms); cited in Juliet M. Moringiello, Notice, Assent, and Form in A 140 Character World, 44 S.W. L. REV 275, 284, note 48
(2014); Melvin Aron Eisenberg, The Limits of Cognition and the Limits of Contract, 47 STAN. L. REV. 211 (1995) (reviewing empirical research on cognitive
limits relevant to form contracts). See generally, Scott McCartney, Your Plans
Are Written on Your Face, WALL. ST. J. (Oct. 3, 2019) at A14 (describing how
travel companies use facial reactions to design their websites); Jerome Groopman, The Resistance, NEW YORKER (Oct. 28, 2019) at 83 (describing examination of consumer behavior and marketing); Moringiello, supra at 284 ("Professor
Kim's work illustrates the need for research outside of the law in order to determine how readers perceive online terms."); Lisa Ward, Beware The Online Calculator, WALL ST. J. (Oct. 21, 2019) at R9 (reporting on a study that used behavioral economics research to show how web design influences consumers to
make decisions contrary to their financial best interests). Legal scholars often
inform their legal analysis and gain useful insights by reviewing social science
studies. E.g., Shmuel I. Becher & Uri Benoliel, Sneak In Contracts:An Empirical and Legal Analysis of UnilateralModification Clauses in Consumer Contracts, 55 GA. L. REV. 1, at 39, note 166, at 42, note 172, at 44, note 184 (2020).
Some even conduct their own empirical research. Id.
99 FTC Disclosures, supra note 78, at 8.
100 Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 53. Unilateral change of terms clauses
are prevalent in many industries. In a study of 500 websites, Professors Becher
and Benoliel found that 95.8% of the agreements had change-of-terms clauses;
392
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Under Section 3, a term is deemed modified if the following

three events occur. First, the consumer receives a reasonable notice
of the proposed modification and has a reasonable opportunity to
review it. Second, the consumer receives a reasonable opportunity
to reject the proposed modification and continue the contractual
relationship under the existing terms and has a reasonable notice
of this opportunity. Finally, the consumer either manifests assent
to the modified term or does not reject the proposed modified term
and continues the contractual relationship after the expiration of
the rejection period provided in the proposal.'' Section 3(b) then
permits the business to instead implement a different procedure
under certain circumstances.1

2

The section concludes by providing

that the modification of the standard term "is enforceable only if it
is proposed in good faith and does not have the effect of undermining an affirmation or promise made by the business that was made
part of the basis of the original bargain between the business and
the consumer."i

3

An amendment prepared for the 2019 annual meeting of the
ALI summarizes several objections the movants had to Section
3.104 The Tentative Draft applies only to the seller who wishes to
modify a standard term. The amendment would apply to both parties, so it would apply also to the consumer who proposes a modification. This would be consistent with the Contracts Restatement.'

5

of those, almost all did not require the consumer's "active assent," most were
broad in scope and had no time constraints, and almost all did not limit the purpose of the change. Becher, id at 20-21. E.g., Jason Tashea, Blood Ties, 105
ABA J. 45, 49 (2019) (reporting that family tree genealogy websites "maintain a
unilateral power to change their contract language, which could affect the pri-

vacy of individual's genetic and health data....").
101 Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at § 3(a).
102 Id
at § 3(b).
103 Id
at § 3(c). "Good faith" is defined as "Honesty in fact and the observance reasonable commercial standards of fair dealing." Id § 1(a)(7).

Motion To Amend Section 3, American Law Institute th Annual Meet96
ing, May 21, 2019. The author was a co-movant on that amendment along with
Professor Nancy Kim. The amendment was never formally introduced at the
meeting. The meeting ended before there was the opportunity to present it due
to the lack of time. The amendment and the accompanying "Explanation for the
Edits" is on file in the office of the Loyola Consumer Law Review.
105 Restatement of Contracts, supranote 41, at § 89.
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Another proposed change in the Amendment to Section 3
would delete the "good faith" standard and replace it with the Contracts Restatement standard of "fairand equitable" which has been
adopted by some courts.1'06 The movants state that the fair and equitable standard is more appropriate, given the "problem of opportunistic modifications" that may occur in consumer transactions.
Finally, the amendment would add a new subsection making the requirements of the section mandatory. The movants justify the addition "in recognition that, in an adhesive contract which

consumers are unlikely to read and are powerless to negotiate, a
business which has all the initial draft power may attempt to avoid
the requirement of the mutual right of modification provided in
this section by depriving the consumer of that right in the original

consumer contract. A one-sided right of unfettered modification is
unfair, illusory, and lacking in consideration, which is an essential
element of all contracts."
The Reporters purport to justify their black letter rules for
unilateral change of terms by summarizing the case law.0 7 They
do not provide any policy justification for their rules. In their review of modification clauses of 500 popular American websites,
Professors Becher and Benoliel concluded that the courts "exhibit
an approach that is underdeveloped, undertheorized and unbalanced."'0 8 They found that unilateral change of terms clauses result
in substantial social costs. These include the following: the seller's
right to change the terms "can render the initial contractual promises firms make quite meaningless;' 0 9 the clauses hurt competition
because consumers are unlikely to compare one businesses terms
with another's when they make a purchasing decision since the
terms presented on the website may later be changed by any of the
companies selling those products;" 0 because of the lack of transparency on many websites, and because most do not require

106 Motion To Amend Section 3, supra note 104. The amendment cites
Quigley v. Wilson, 474 N.W.2d 277, 281 (Iowa 1991) and McCallum Highlands,
Ltd. v. Washington Capital Dus. Inc., 66 F.3d 89, 95 (5th Cir. 1995).
107 Tentative Draft, supra note 1 at 64-67. The Reporters' collection and
analysis of cases has been criticized. See Adam J. Levitin, et al., The Faulty
Foundation of the Draft Restatement of Consumer Contracts, 36 YALE J. ON
REG. 447 (2019).
108 Becher, supra note 99, at 27.

109

Id at 28.

110

Id
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"active assent," many consumers likely do not even realize there
has been a change of terms."'
The Reporters' approach to unilateral change of terms
clauses suffers from the same deficiencies as their treatment of the
adoption of standard contract terms. They do not take into account
the reality that consumers face in the online marketplace or social
science insights on consumer behavior. They do not consider the
broader social policy ramifications of the rules they propose.
4. Remedies: Deception and Unconscionability
The Reporters justify their "blanket assent" approach by
claiming that if the business has overreached in its terms, courts
can rectify the situation under the remedies provided in the Tentative Draft." 2

The section on deception "explicitly incorporates doctrines
originally developed under federal and state anti - deception law
(specifically, Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act) and
state unfair and deceptive acts and practices statutes."" The Tentative Draft has been challenged for taking that approach because
as a result the "provision... has far less to do with restating the
common law than with restating a statute."" 4 In addition, by purporting to incorporate doctrines developed under the FTC Act and
state unfair and deceptive acts and practices (UDAP) statutes, the
provision produces confusion rather than clarity. There is no private right of action under the FTC Act." 5 Consequently, much of
"1

Id at 20, 30.

Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 5 ("At the same time [as adopting the
"blanket assent" principle] this Restatement identifies the doctrines in the rules
arising from common - law jurisprudence, which restrict the effect of standard
contract terms by prohibiting businesses from imposing intolerable terms or undermining the core bargain presented to consumers here as part of the dickered
terms or in pre-contractual communications." Id).
112

113
114

Id

115

CAROLYN L. CARTER & JONATHAN SHELDON, UNFAIR AND DECEPTIVE

at 105.

Miller, supranote 11, at 5 (contending the Consumer Contracts Restatement should have limited its scope to common law fraud or misrepresentation);
ABA Disputes proposed consumer contracts restatement, FED. BANKING L.
REP., No. 2804, 10 (Jan. 24, 2019) (reporting that the American Bankers Association criticized the Tentative Draft for establishing "a novel 'deceptive contract'
theory.") (hereafter Bankers comment) availablein 2019 WL 297094.
ACTS AND PRACTICES 7 (National Consumer Law Center, 9th ed. 2016).
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the case law is not necessarily applicable to lawsuits brought by
consumers which must be done pursuant to their states' UDAP
statute. Furthermore, there is great variation in those state laws." 6
The Tentative Draft, its accompanying Comment, and the Report-

ers' Notes fail to discuss any of those complexities.
The section on unconscionability is the second remedies
provision in the Tentative Draft that purports to correct the imbalance caused by the draft's "blanket assent" approach to adoption
of standard terms. Commenters have challenged the Tentative
Draft's treatment of unconscionability."' The American Bankers
Association criticized the Tentative Draft, contending its rules "expand the contract doctrine of unconscionability."" 8 The U.S.
Chamber of Commerce attacked the draft's rules on unconscionability, claiming they would permit courts to circumvent the Supreme Court's arbitration decisions." 9 Furthermore, the Chamber
contended that the unconscionability section "would presumptively invalidate every warranty limitation in any form contract... ""

The explanation that accompanies one of the proposed
amendments to the Tentative Draft presented at the ALI Annual
Meeting focused its attention on the draft's requirement that the
consumer show both substantive and procedural unconscionability. The movants of the amendment point out that the Restatement
(Second) of Contracts "does not require that some level of both procedural and substantive unconscionability exist in order to find a
contract or clause unconscionable."'"' They also cite cases in which
courts did not require the party asserting unconscionability to
prove both procedural and substantive unconscionability.

22

The most serious flaw in the unconscionability section of
the Tentative Draft is that apparently it can only be used as a defense once the consumer has been sued by the business. "Apparently" is the most appropriate term to use since the black letter
rules, the Comment and the Reporters' Notes fail to address this
116
117

Id at 9, 931-56.
See e.g., Miller, supra note 11, at 4.

Bankers comment, supra note 115.
Comment of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce Institute for Legal Reform
(Jan 16, 2017) at 4, on file at the offices of Loyola Consumer Law Review.
118
119

120
121

Inst.

Id at 5.

Alan White & Patricia McCoy, Motion To Amend Section

Annual Meeting, at 3.
Id at 4, note 2.

9 6th
122
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crucially important issue, and most of the case law holds that unconscionability can be used only as a "shield" and never as a
"sword.""1 3 In other words, the consumer is forced to breach the
contract in such a major way that the company feels justified in
spending the resources necessary to sue the consumer.
An obvious way for consumers to break the contract is for
them to refuse to pay the money they owe. This strategy would
work only in transactions, typically for the more expensive goods
and services, where the consumer pays using credit extended by
the seller rather than paying the full amount up front. While refusing to pay in the hope the seller will sue presents consumers with
the opportunity to use unconscionability as a defense, doing so also
runs the substantial risk that the company will report the consumer's default to consumer reporting agencies, thus damaging the
consumer's credit rating, ability to obtain credit and other finan2
Furthercial benefits as well as future employment prospects.1'
more, most courts have been reluctant to provide relief to consumers who attack contract terms on the basis of unconscionability. 2 1
In most situations, the costs of refusing to pay in order to be sued
and raise unconscionability as a defense usually would not be
worth any potential and highly speculative benefits. Finally, if the
consumer obtained financing from a third party, not paying that

creditor will not enable consumers to challenge unconscionable
terms in the consumers' agreement with their sellers. As a result of

123 Brady Williams, UnconscionabilityAs A Sword: The Case For An Affirmative Cause of Action, 107 CALIF. L. REV. 2015, 2034. Some courts have
found that unconscionability can be used affirmatively. Id. at 2032-34. Williams
argues that courts have an inherent equitable power to provide consumers affirmative remedies when successfully challenging unconscionable contracts. Id.
at 2049. See generally Hazel Glenn Beh, Curing The Infirmities Of The UnconscionabilityDoctrine, 66 HASTINGS L. J. 1011, 1033 (2015) (discussing cases and
scholarship indicating there may be "a new era for a reinvigorated unconscionability doctrine generally.") Even if unconscionability can be used as a sword,
consumers rarely take advantage of the remedies the law makes available. Amy
J. Schmitz, Remedy Realities in Business-To-Consumer Contracting, 58 ARIz.
L. REV. 213, 230 (2016). See also Meirav Furth-Matzkin & Roseanna Sommers,
Consumer Psychology and the Problem of Fine-PrintFraud, 72 STAN. L. REV.
503 (2020) (reporting on empirical experiments indicating that people assume all
contracts are binding, even if consumers are induced by fraud).
124 See generallyCHI CHI Wu, FAIR CREDIT REPORTING (9th ed.
2017).
125 Xuan-Thao Nguyen, DisruptingAdhesion Contracts With #Metoo
Innovators, 26 VA. J. OF SOC. POL. & L. 165, 185 (2019).
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these factors, the unconscionability section is of the Tentative
Draft is largely useless.
B. CritiquesofALlMembers and Others
This Part discusses the criticisms that have been leveled
against the Tentative Draft by ALI members and others in the
months leading up to the May 2019 Annual Meeting. The primary
contention of this article is that because of never-ending rapid
changes in the consumer marketplace caused by constant major
technological developments and the unlikelihood that case law will
be able to respond adequately, it is not possible to draft a restatement of consumer contract law. If it is correct that a restatement is
premature and the timing may never be right, then the effort

should be abandoned. It is nevertheless relevant to consider the
events leading up to the May 2019 ALI Annual Meeting. For it

may be appropriate for the ALI instead to embark on a Principles
Project in which the organization would recommend best practices. Whether that could happen and whether it should happen
can be assessed in light of the events that occurred prior to the
meeting and what that reveals about the process the ALI followed
for this restatement.
1. Flawed Methodology
The case law on consumer contracts is still being developed.
There is little consistency on many issues.126 Many states have no
appellate decisions on key issues. For example, the Reporters
found only eleven appellate cases involving browsewrap contracts. 2 7 They discovered appellate decisions in only eleven states
involving transactions where clickwrap contracts were used.1 28 It
Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 47. (in discussing browsewrap
websites,
the Reporters state that most courts require that consumers be put on notice
"that terms are being adopted, either by posting the terms in a prominent location or by including a prominent statement referring the consumers to the
terms." Some courts require one or the other of these alternatives while other
courts require both. Still other courts also require that the terms be "easily accessible.").
127 Id
at 48. As noted below, some have questioned the accuracy of the Reporters' collection and counting of cases. See infra text accompanying notes 14143. 1 2
126

8

Id

at

45.
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discovered "higher courts" in only twelve states decided the enforceability of Pay Now, Terms Later (PNTL) contracts.1 2 9 The

Reporters found this small number of appellate cases sufficient because "[t]he dominance of ProCD is apparent..."" 0 They concluded
that "state high courts have leaned toward enforcement." 3 ' Therefore, the Reporters believe the Restatement can base its treatment
of PNTL contracts on ProCD, a commercial case based on a highly
questionable and much criticized interpretation of the UCC, as discussed elsewhere. 3 2
The Tentative Draft tries to make up for the lack of appellate cases by also counting lower court decisions. It claims counting
those cases "bolsters the traditional approach with an added measure of comprehensiveness and transparency." 3

3

It even includes

cases where the statement used to support the Reporters' inclusion
is merely dicta. 3

4

But there are sound reasons why "the standard

ALI methodology" 31 is remarkedly different. That methodology is
to extract "rationales from leading cases and [support] them with
convincing policy rationales."1

36

The dynamics involved in appel-

3
late cases are very different than those in trial courts."'
The

at 50. "Five additional states have decisions by circuit courts applying
the law of their respective states, resulting in a total of 17 states with rulings on
the enforceability of PNTLs." Id
"1 Id at 52. Most of the cases holding the PNTL contracts enforceable followed the ProCD case. ProCD was not a consumer case and has been criticized
by the academic community as acknowledged in the Reporters' Notes to the
Tentative Draft. Id at 49. See infra text at notes 149-52.
131 Id
at 49.
132 See infra text accompanying notes 149-52. The ProCDcourt soon took
the same approach in a consumer case, rejecting the consumers' attempt to distinguish ProCD. Hill v. Gateway 2000, Inc., 105 F.3d 1147 (7th Cir. 1997).
133 Tentative Draft, supra note
1, at 6.
134 Id Relying on trial court decisions and dicta is a departure from previous
restatements. "The American Law Institute's greatest single accomplishment
has been its various restatement of the law...based upon the decisions of the
courts of last resort of the states." Glenn R. Winters, The Contribution of Professional Organizations to Stability and Change Through Law, 17 VAND. L.
REV. 265, 269 (1963).
135 Restatement of the Law Consumer Contracts, PreliminaryDraft No.3
(Sept. 28, 2017), at 6 (hereafter "Preliminary Draft).
129

Id

136

Id

Litigation in trial courts is focused on motions, discovery, and development and proof of facts. One judge presides. Decisions usually are not published
and have no precedential effect. Appellate decisions generally are decided by
399
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paucity of appellate level cases addressing key issues should not be
obfuscated by bulking up the numbers with trial court decisions.
That is not to suggest all decisions decided by trial courts should
be ignored. They should be considered if they are followed by others, help to clarify the common law and provide persuasive reasoning.13s

The Reporters seem to believe they are required to draft
black letter rules that are consistent with the majority rule, and to
reject the minority of courts as indicated by counting cases,
whether or not they were decided by appellate courts. They also
sought to identify trends in the case law. But the ALI's traditional
approach is not so constrained.
"[T]hose who argue that restating a minority rule entails
what the law 'ought to be,' rather than what it 'is,' ignore
that in those jurisdictions that already have adopted the
minority position, that is the law that 'is'. Viewed from

the perspective of such a jurisdiction, the ALI's restatement of the competing majority position amounts to a

recommendation to change its law; we would be telling
such a jurisdiction what its law 'ought to be.' And if the
ALI were to recommend such a change, we should be
able to offer a reasoned explanation why the majority position is the better rule; counting noses, without further
analysis, is unlikely to persuade the minority jurisdiction
to abandon its approach. Likewise, if a minority rule is
chosen, the rationale for selecting it over the majority rule
should be clearly articulated.1 39
Moreover, serious questions have been raised about the reliability of the collection of cases cited to justify the rules in the

three or more judges and focused on questions of law. Appellate courts know
their decisions may set a precedent; they have law clerks and research resources
that many state trial courts do not have. Their decisions often are published. See
Gregory Klass, Empiricism and Privacy Policies In The Restatement of Consumer ContractLaw, 36 YALE J, REG. 45, 87 (2019) (providing additional observations on the limitations of trial courts).
138 Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 6. The Reporters assert that the Tentative Draft follows the "traditional legal analysis" of discovering the law "through
experienced and informed reading of persuasive sources."
139 Revesz Debate, supra note 16, at 4.
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Tentative Draft.14 According to the lawyers conducting these
analyses, the number of cases supporting the rules in the Tentative
Draft are even lower than the Reporters' numbers,141 and some
cases that should have been included were not.14 2
The Reporters dismissed the two major studies questioning
the reliability of the cases cited by the Reporters. They concluded
that the reviews "reached exactly the same qualitative results as
we did, confirming the validity of the principles we restated."1 43

Although there were "minor differences," "[A]ny differences they
identify in interpreting some specific cases do not affect the conclusions we draw."1 44 They defended including dicta.'4 5 The scholars likely would reject the Reporters' contention that there were
only "minor differences."' 4 6
It is important to note this disagreement among respected
legal scholars because this should be an important consideration in
deciding the future of this project. It is well beyond the scope of
14 Levitin, supranote 108; Klass, supra note 138; See Multi-State Attorneys
General letter (Jan. 12, 2018), www.ali.org (hereafter cited as Attorney General
Letter); 26 National and State Consumer Advocacy and Legal Group Letter to
ALI Council (Jan. 10, 2018), www.ali.org (hereafter cited as Consumer Group
Letter); See Oren Ben-Gill, Omri Ben-Shahar & Florencia Marotta-Wurgler,
SearchingFor The Common Law: The QuantitativeApproach Of The Restatement Of Consumer Contracts, 84 U. CHi. L. REV. 7 (2017). 7 (2017) (explaining
their methodology in compiling and evaluating cases for the restatement).
141 Levitin, supra note 108, at 456-58, 460-62; Klass, supra note 138, at 67-

77.
Levitin, supranote 108, at 458.
143 Omri Ben-Shahar, Reporters'Statement ConcerningResearch Methods
142

(Mar. 28, 2019), www.ali.org.
144
145

Id
Id

Klass, supranote 138, at 51. Professor Klass concluded that "Reporters'
data regarding the judicial treatment of privacy policies do not adequately support the conclusions they draw... ALI's procedures... are not designed to be
transparent or to give scholars outside the ALI an opportunity to examine or
attempt to reproduce empirical results. Professor Levitin and his team examined
the cases relied on by the Reporters to justify their treatment of contract modifications and assent to wrap contracts. They found "Nearly two - thirds of the
cases cited as 'contract modification' cases and nearly half of the cases cited as
"clickwrap assent cases' are simply not germane... These are clear errors on a
massive scale... The extent of these errors... has the potential to undermine the
legitimacy of the ALI Restatement drafting process." Levitin, supranote 108, at
146

450-51.
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this article, however, to determine the reliability of the Reporters'
collection of cases. Even if the Reporters' collection of cases is accurate, by their own account there are few cases decided by courts
of appeal. In addition, the cases involve consumers shopping on
computers and clicking on a mouse. As discussed in Part V.B., regardless of the accuracy of the compilation of cases, it is impossible
for the restatement to state the law of consumer contracts in a useful fashion. Even if the pervasiveness of arbitration clauses did not
preclude an adequate number of appellate level cases throughout
the country, the proliferation of new types of devices used by consumers and the rapid pace of change in the online consumer marketplace prevent a restatement from being able to draft black letter
rules properly attuned to consumer behavior in that changing environment.

2. The Restatement Lacks Legal Analysis
The Comments and Reporters' Notes lack legal analysis.
While insisting the "empirical analysis" is not simply counting

cases, the Comments and Notes do not include any other analysis.
For example, while there is a long line of cases following ProCD,"'
which was not even a consumer case, the Comment to Section 2
never analyzes whether the case was correctly decided despite citing contrary cases.1 48 There is one sentence acknowledging that academic scholarship regards ProCD as wrongly decided in regard
to crucial sections of the UCC without citing any of the numerous
highly critical articles.' 4 9 The Comments should directly confront
the fundamental issues raised by these prominent legal scholars."

147 ProCD v. Zeidenberg, 86 F.3d 1447 (7th Cir. 1996).
148 Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 49.
"[T]he restatements endeavor to
point out not only the weight of authority but also the best reasoned and most
persuasive holdings." Winters, supra note 135, at 269.
149 Tentative Draft, supra
note 1, at 49.
150 E.g., Eric A. Posner, ProCD v. Zeidenberg and Cognitive
Overloadin
ContractualBargaining,77 U. CHi. L. REV. 1181, 1193 (2010) (according to Posner, "ProCD precipitated a typhoon of academic hostility. It is probably the most
criticized case in the modern history of American contract law." Id. "Judge
Easterbrook's doctrinal solution is ingenious. But it is not flawless...[T]he opinion does not...resolve the tension between market rationality and unfair surprise." Id at 1187-88. Bern claims Judge Easterbrook "deftly discarded clear
statutory language and foundational common law principles and created in their
place, virtually out of whole cloth, a new doctrine of contract formation" Bern,
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Moreover, by adopting ProCD's application of the UCC,
the Tentative Draft directly conflicts with the Uniform Commer-

cial Code, an ALI co-sponsored document. 5 ' The Comments
should acknowledge this conflict. If it can, it should justify ignoring two major sections of the UCC, a statute enacted in every state
in the country, in favor of a line of cases, very few of which were
decided by state appellate courts.
While insisting their methodology involves more than

counting cases, the Reporters also acknowledge their debt to Karl
Llewellyn: "[T]he provisions in this Restatement implement both

the spirit and the practice of Karl Llewellyn's vision of 'blanket
assent' to consumer contracts." 5 2 The Reporters then cite a Comment to the Contracts Restatement, section 211. That is appropri-

ate because Llewellyn greatly influenced the drafting of the Contracts Restatement. 5

3

But this reverence for Llewellyn also is ironic since, as explained above, the Tentative Draft omits a crucial provision in section 211.154 In addition, while the Tentative Draft imposes the bur-

den of blanket assent on customers, the Comment admits
customers do not read or understand the standard terms in their
contracts. 5
More importantly, the Reporters justify their rules by
counting cases and claim that courts follow Lewellyn. "Consumercontract law as developed by courts reflects Karl Llewellyn's familiar model....

.15'

They fail to acknowledge, however, that Llew-

ellyn did not justify his rules by counting cases. To the contrary,
he ignored court decisions and changed sales law.'5 7 He did so by
supra note 48, at 649, and that despite his citing the Restatement (Second) of
Contracts to support his position, that restatement offers no support. Id at 654;
James J. White, Default Rules in Sales and the Myth of ContractingOut, 48
Loy. L. REV. 53, 80 (2002) ("hard cases making bad law (ProCD and Hill)");
151

Bern, supra note 48, at 643.

152

Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 36. See id at 5.

153

Mark Pettit, Jr., Modern UnilateralContracts, 28 B.U. PUB. INT. L. J.

297, 303 (2019) (stating that the Contract Restatement's chapter on the formation of contracts "reveals the unmistakable influence of Karl Llewellyn."
154 See supra text accompanying
note 66.
155 Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 1,
3.
156
157

Id at 5.
David Ray Papke, How The Cheyenne Indians Wrote Article 2 of The

Uniform Commercial Code, 47 BUFF. L. REV. 1457, 1473 (1999) (quoting "the
leading commercial law commentators" White and Summers as saying that
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writing Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code, "disdaining

older notions" of offer and acceptance.1 58 In writing his own rules
rather than following case law, Llewellyn believed "his new construct represented the law in action - it was functional and represented the way businesses actually conducted business. And by
'business,' Llewellyn meant 'merchants.' Llewellyn, in other
words, drafted Article 2 to reflect mercantile customs and practices."'5 9 This is obvious from Article 2 itself; while "merchant" is
defined,' 60 nowhere is the term "consumer" or any comparable term
used. Llewellyn did not write his new rules with consumers in

mind. The Tentative Draft does not acknowledge this important
point.

Although the Reporters acknowledge that the approach of
the Tentative Draft is consistent with Llewellyn's approach on
adopting standard terms, they do not admit that Llewellyn's contract formation rules not only make it "very easy to establish mutual assent," but thereby also create a "presumption of contract validity."161
Llewellyn "radically altered sales law"). Statements made by Llewellyn, who
identified himself as a legal realist, show that the Reporters took an overly narrow view of what Llewellyn sought to achieve. For example, he stated "'[Realists] want to check [legal] ideas and rules, and formulas by facts, to keep them
close to the facts... .They suspect, with law moving slowly and the life around
them moving fast, that some law may have gotten out of joint with life."' Note,
LegalRealism And The Race Question: Some Realism About Realism On Race
Relations, 108 HARV. L. REv. 1607, 1609 (1995) He might have objected to the
Reporters' out-of-date description of the consumer cyber marketplace that ignores most of its present features. See Zipporah Batshaw Wiseman, KarlLlewellyn and the Normative Underpinningsof Article 2, 100 HARV. L. REv. 465,
(1987) (asserting that "In Llewellyn's view, law was 'a means to social ends,'
needing 'constantly to be examined for its purpose, and for its effect' in order to
see 'how far it fits the society it purports to serve."' Id. at 471 (citation omitted);
he believed that "legal rules must relate to the facts and must fit the realities of
the transactions they govern. Id. at 470). Compare Tentative Draft, supranote
1, at 1-3, with infra, text accompanying notes 225-97.
158 Id
See Danielle Kie Hart, CrossPurposes & Unintended Consequences:
Karl Llewellyn, Article 2, And The Limits of Social Transformation, 12 NEv.
LJ. 54, 60 (2011) ("Karl Llewellyn was extremely critical of the orthodox conception of contract law that was premised on what he considered an archaic structure consisting of offer, acceptance, and consideration.").
159 Id
at 62.
160 U.C.C. § 2-104(1) (AM. LAW INST. & UNIF.
LAW COMM'N 2019).
161 Hart, supra note
159, at 64.
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[A]s a direct result of the presumption of validity, a contract formed via Article 2's formation rules will usually
be binding and all of its terms, including unreasonable
ones, will most likely be enforceable in court. Significantly, the difficulty of disproving the presumption of
contract validity may well get a license, if not perverse
incentive, to the party with greater coercive capacity to

impose more onerous terms during contract formation.
The result, even if such incentives are not capitalized on
is to increase the coercive capacity of the stronger contracting party.

162

Moreover, Llewellyn continued to influence the rules of
contract law beyond the UCC. Years after the release of the original version of the official UCC, the ALI published the second Contracts Restatement. Chapter 3 on contract formation "reveals the
unmistakable influence of Karl Llewellyn."'6 3 Now his influence is
clearly felt in the Tentative Draft.
3. The Restatement Ignores Social Science Studies of
Consumer Behavior
As demonstrated by most of the illustrations to section 2,
the Restatement attempts to draft rules that apply to the online
contracting environment. The Reporters, however, seem not to
have taken advantage of any social science research into online
consumer behavior and marketing practices since they do not refer
to any social science research. This is ironic and puzzling since the
Reporters themselves rely on such research in their scholarship.164

Id at 64-65.
Pettit, supranote 154, at 303. See Allen R. Kamp, Uptown Act"A History
Of The Uniform Commercial Code: 140-49,51 S.M.U. L. REV. 275, 305 (1998).
162

163

E.g., Omri Ben-Shahar & Carl E. Schneider, MORE THAN You WANTED
TO KNOW: THE FAILURE OF MANDATED DISCLOSURE, Ch. 2 (2014); Yannos
Bakos, Florencia Marotta-Wurgler & David R. Trossen, Does Anyone Read the
Fine Print?Consumer Attention to StandardForm Contracts, 43(1) J. LEGAL
STUD. 1 (2014); Oren Bar-Gill, Seduction By Plastic, 98 NW. U. L. REV. 1373,
1395-98 (2004). Although the Reporters generally ignore social science studies,
an exception is in the Reporters' Notes to section 2. The Reporters state:
"[[C]redible empirical evidence, as well as common sense and experience, suggest that consumers rarely read standard contract terms no matter how those
terms are disclosed." The Reporters then cite the book co-authored by Reporter
405
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It is also ironic in light of the Reporters' obvious veneration of Karl
Llewellyn.'6 5 "Karl Llewellyn is known as one of the most important figures in Legal Realism... .[T]he Realists set out to develop and collect a series of social science studies that would accurately describe social reality."'66
A restatement informed by the insights of social science
would be fully consistent with the ALI's approach. The ALI's
Style Manual, portions of which are reproduced in the Tentative
Draft itself, recommends its use in ascertaining "the relative desirability of the competing rules."'6 7

Legal scholarship on consumer assent in online transactions
has greatly benefited from social science research to inform recommendations for fair contract rules. For example, in his study of
Contracts Restatement Section 211(3), Professor Barnes has re-

viewed research on deficiencies in consumer cognition that hamper
consumers' ability to bargain freely,' 68 social factors affecting consumer behavior when entering into contracts,1 69 and literacy problems."' Professors Benoliel and Becher have reviewed relevant
studies and conducted their own research into the readability of
"sign-in-wrap" contracts."'

Social science studies confirm that the statements made in
the Reporters' Introduction are correct. Namely, consumers do not
Ben Shahar and the article co-written by Reporter Marotta-Wurgler referred to
above. Tentative Draft, supranote 1, at 35.
165 Tentative Draft, supra note
1, at 5, 36-37.
Hart, supra note 159, at 59.
Tentative Draft, supranote 1, at xii. See generallyKristen David
Adams,
Blaming the Mirror:The Restatements and The Common Law, 40 IND. L. REV.
205, 260-61 (2007) (discussing the controversial role of social science research in
the drafting of restatements).
168 Barnes, supra note 65,
at 252-59.
169 Id at 260.
170 Id at 259-62.
171 Uri Benoliel & Shmuel Becher, The Duty To Read The Unreadable,
60
B.C. L. REV. 2255 (2019); Shmuel I. Becher, BehavioralScience and Consumer
StandardForm Contracts, 68 LA. L. REV. 117 (2007). Sometimes empirical research will not be useful, as when findings among various studies conflict or are
inconclusive. In some instances, no social science studies have been conducted
in areas relevant to policymakers or to an issue in a case before a court. See e.g.,
Berkson v. GoGo LLC, 97 F. Supp. 3d 359, 380 (E.D. N.Y. 2015) (the court
discovered no studies on perception of the average internet user regarding the
phrase 'terms of use,' 'terms and conditions' or consumers' understanding of
the full legal significance of their legal obligation when purchasing goods online).
406
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read and cannot understand standard form contract terms." 2 The
Reporters, however, do not explain whose fault that is. The studies
make it clear that it is the seller's fault. They draft terms that they
must know consumers will not understand. Those consumers who
might try to read the terms must quickly realize they do not understand them. Consequently, when deciding whether to enter into future transactions, they will not bother to read those terms. If sellers
took advantage of the findings in studies and drafted terms that
were written at a level and using language consumers understand,
more consumers might read the terms.13
Part VII points out that social science studies could be used
to produce best practices that could improve the design of websites
and increase consumer understanding of standard contract
terms." 4
4.

The Restatement Lacks a Policy Justification

The Reporters' Introduction to a previous version of the
Restatement of Consumer Contracts acknowledges that the
"standard ALI methodology is to extract "rationales from leading
cases and [support] them with convincing policy justifications.""'
Moreover, the ALI's charter says that its overall mission is to strive
to make the law better adapted to "social needs."17 6 The ALI Style
Manual provides that "a restatement will also effect changes in the
law, which it is proper for an organization of lawyers to promote

and which make the law better adapted to the needs of life.""'

Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 3.
13 See generallyAlan M. White & Cathy Lesser Mansfield, Literacy and
Contract, 13 STAN. L. & POL'Y REV. 233 (2002).
14 See infra text accompanying note 329 (noting that the proposed Task
Force should inform their recommended best practices by reviewing the findings in social science studies).
175 Preliminary Draft, supra note
136, at 6.
176 The American Law Institute, Capturingthe Voice of the American Law
Institute:A Handbook for ALI Reportersand Those Who Review Their Work
(2015), https://www.ali.org/media/filer-public/08/f2/08f2f7c7-29c7-4de1-8c02d66f5b05a6bb/ali-style-manual.pdf. The ALI Style Manual characterizes the
ALI as a "law reform organization." See supraquote accompanying note 15.
177 Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at xii.
172
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The Tentative Draft, however, accomplishes none of these.
There are no policy justifications,' no serious consideration of the
social needs of consumers, no effort to make the law better adapted
to the needs of consumers, especially low income consumers whose
welfare can be substantially affected by contractual overreaching
and who do not have access to lawyers."'9
The Reporters' Introduction in the Tentative Draft cor-

rectly points out that it is beyond the scope of the Restatement to
deal with contracts containing forced arbitration and bans of class
actions.' But the Tentative Draft never confronts the reality that
because of arbitration clauses and class action bans most consumer
cases never get to court.' 8 ' Many of those that do result in court
Richard L. Revesz, The American Law Institute and the US .Supreme
Court, THE ALI REPORTER (Dec. 14, 2016), https://www.ali.org/news/articles/american-law-institute-and- us-supreme-court/. According to the current
ALI Director, "[T]he Reporters' policy views are confined to the Reporters'
Notes, which are not the official position of the ALI. In contrast, both black
letter rules themselves and the Comments to the black letter... are the only portions that constitute the ALI's position." The rules and the Comments, however,
cannot be so easily separated from the Reporters' Notes. The Notes contain the
justification for the rules and Comments.
179 See generally Kevin Roose,
The Rise of the 'Luxury Internet', N.Y.
TIMES MAG. (Nov. 17, 2019), at 28, 36 (commenting that "[W]e have not fully
appreciated how much of our internet experience is shaped by socioeconomic
status, and the magnitude of the tax the internet imposes on lower - income
users in the form of data - sucking devices and predatory ads.... In its current
form [the internet] threatens to exacerbate inequality and accelerate the centripetal forces already fragmenting our society.").
180 Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 4.
181 Scott Medintz, Forced Arbitration: Clause For
Concern, CONSUMER
REP. (Mar. 2020), at 38. A survey conducted by Consumer Reports found "Of
the 117 brand/category combinations we examined, 71-more than half-incorporate arbitration clauses. When looking at only the most popular product categories, just over two-thirds had arbitration clauses." The practices of arbitration
companies have been subject to criticism. In 2009, after the Minnesota Attorney
General sued the Arbitration Forum and the U.S. House investigated the company, the firm agreed to stop arbitrating consumer disputes. Midland Credit:
Court Narrows Claims in Connor FDCA Suit, CLASS ACTION PROSPECTOR
(Mar. 20, 2019) availableat 2019 WLNR 8911495. When employees sued DoorDash, the company tried to change arbitration service firms to CPR. A judge
hearing a lawsuit involving the parties found that over the course of several
weeks CPR lawyers from DoorDash's law firm engaged in frequent discussions
with CPR in drafting "a mass arbitration protocol." The judge denied
408
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decisions involve challenges to arbitration clauses and the courts'
decisions are not based on consumer contract law.1 2 Even if contracts do not include forced arbitration or class action bans, procedural and cost barriers make it exceedingly difficult for most consumers to seek redress in the courts.18 Consequently, trial courts
seldom hear cases involving typical consumer transactions and appellate courts decide substantially fewer than trial courts.
The Tentative Draft approach is to adopt Llewellyn's
"Grand Bargain" and make it easy for businesses to prove consumers entered into a contract that includes an arbitration clause and
a ban on class actions.'8 4 The "Grand Bargain" is justified by
providing consumers the remedies of deception and unconscionability. But because most consumers have no feasible way to access
the courts, providing consumers with these remedies is an empty
gesture. The "Grand Bargain" is actually a great bargain for businesses. It is not even bargain basement justice for consumers. This
reality puts a heavy responsibility on the ALI. Given the inevitable
paucity of future consumer case law, courts may rely on an ALI
restatement for guidance.
Those few consumers who can successfully fight through
these barriers and actually get to court face formidable obstacles
in meeting the burdens and standards of proof for unconscionability.1 85 Moreover, the Tentative Draft's treatment of unconscionability undermines that concept as it has been developed by the
courts.1 86 Finally, unconscionability is only a "shield," not a
"sword." That is, even if broadly interpreted and applied by a
court, it provides relief only when the consumer raises it as a defense to a business' claims.'87 In other words, consumers can raise
DoorDash's motion to seal the communications between DoorDash and the law
firm. Abernathy v. DoorDash, *4 (N.D. Cal., Feb. 10, 2020) availableat2020WL
619785. See generally Richard M. Alderman, Pre-DisputeMandatoryArbitration in Consumer Contracts:A CallForReform, 38 HOus. L. REV. 1237 (2001).
182 Levitin, supra note 108, at 463.
183 Attorney General Letter, supra
note 141.
184 Preliminary Draft, supra note 136, at 5. The revised
text in the later Tentative Draft refers to Llewellyn, but omits the phrase "Grand Bargain." Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 5.
185 See Attorney General Letter, supra note 141; Consumer Group
Letter,
supranote 141.
186 Id
187 Preliminary Draft, supra note 136, at 82. (acknowledging
that the Restatement did not address the issue of whether an unconscionability claim can
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unconscionability only if the business sues the consumer. The Tentative Draft contains no policy justification for the "Grand Bargain." In light of the reality consumers face, a policy discussion and
justification is essential.
The Reporters should acknowledge these realities and justify the policies their black letter rules and Comments reflect in
light of these realities. Consistent with the ALI's mission, they
should provide a thoughtful analysis of the impact of those rules
upon the parties involved.
5. "The Grand Bargain" by Any Other Name: Contracts
Formed By a Click; Weak Remedies
The Comments to Section 2 of the Tentative Draft invoke
Karl Llewelyn's "informal 'blanket assent"' rules to justify its permissive treatment of assent.1 88 In the previous version of the Restatement, the Reporters assert that the "Grand Bargain" "has been
reflected in court decisions for generations."'8 9 Under the "Grand
Bargain," easy consumer assent to standard contract terms is balanced by effective consumer remedies within the context of "a unified hydraulic framework, whereby shifts within one doctrine in-

form the scope of the other."1 90 But remarkedly, the Reporters cite
no cases in which courts have applied this "unified hydraulic
framework." Their assertion that "generations" of case law have
adopted this "Grand Bargain" would be far more convincing if
they were able to show that recent decisions by appellate courts
involving online consumer contracts and consumer PNTL transactions illustrate the application of this balancing.
The Tentative Draft no longer uses the term "Grand Bargain" and omits the "unified hydraulic framework" metaphor, but
the approach remains the same.

be used only as a defense.) The Tentative Draft asserts that unconscionability
can be used as a defense. It then acknowledges that although some claim it can
be used by consumers as a shield, that claim is misleading, Tentative Draft, supra, note 1, at 88-89; Attorney General Letter, supranote 141; Consumer Group
Letter, supra note 141.
188 Tentative Draft, supra
note 1, at 36.
189 Preliminary Draft, supra note 136, at 5. The revised text in the later Tentative Draft refers to Llewellyn but omits the phrase "Grand Bargain." Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 5.
190 Preliminary Draft, supra note 136, at 5.
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C. The May 2019 Annual Meeting Debate
Prior to the May 2019 ALI Annual Meeting, the ALI pub-

lished an article by Steven O. Weise, a member of the ALI Council.' 9 ' The article vigorously defended the Tentative Draft which
would be discussed at the meeting shortly after the article was published. Weise addressed the contention made by "critics representing business interests [who] have stated that this Restatement created a new body of law - consumer credit law."1 92 He argued that
the Tentative Draft "is solidly based on the common law of contracts, as the courts have applied it to contracts involving consumers. . ."193 In a far more extensive portion of the article, he challenged the "critics representing consumer interests [who] have
stated that assent provisions do not adequately protect consumers."194 He did this principally by summarizing points made in an
article published in The Business Lawyer back in 2003 concerning
browsewrap contracts. He also presented a chart that he asserted
"demonstrates how the court decisions, the noted academic literature and reports, and of the Restatement align with each other, using the four elements from the [Business Lawyer] article...."195
The ALI did not publish any articles by those critics who
represented business and consumer interests. Consequently, the
ALI members who attended the Annual Meeting received no other
viewpoint unless they had been closely following the long-term and
ongoing debates reflected in the comments posted on the ALI website pages devoted specifically to the Consumer Contracts Restatement. The Weise article did not identify these critics. As a result,
most members likely did not realize that the comments were not
only from ALI members but also from 23 state attorneys general,
major national institutions and public interest organizations.
These included the American Bankers Association, the U.S.
Chamber Institute for Legal Reform, an affiliate of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, and 26 national and state consumer organizations.

The Weise article also did not mention the studies that purported to show that the Reporters' collection of cases and the
191 Steven O. Weise, The Draft Restatement of the Law, Consumer ContractsFollow the Law, THE ALI REP. (Spring 2019) at 7.
192

Id

Id
Id

at

194
195

Id

at 9.

193

8.
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conclusions drawn from them were highly suspect, nor the Reporters' response to those studies.1 96

While most of the ALI members likely were not aware of
the great amount of criticism from members involved in the project

as well as outside organizations, some may have been aware of the
letter from the 23 Attorneys General because the Reporters posted
a response to that letter in the ALI Adviser.' 9 7 The Attorneys General letter, dated just one week before the Annual Meeting, objected to the Tentative Draft's weakening of the mutual assent
doctrine.'9 8 Considering the black letter of section 2 in the context
of the comments to that section, the Attorneys General believed
that, in effect, the draft provided that consumers "should be presumed to have assented to whatever terms the business included
in the contract, provided the barest notice requirements are
met."1 99 In addition, the letter claimed that cases cited in the draft
"do not support the proposition for which they are offered." 200
Turning to the draft's remedies of deception and unconscionability, the letter claims that "the purported consumer protection offered by the [Tentative Draft] is illusory." 201 That is because [m]ost
consumers lack the time and resources to engage disputes...."202
The letter attacked the draft's introduction of salience "a non-legal,
untested doctrine - as the test for procedural unconscionability." 2 03
The Attorneys General letter itself was not posted in the ALI Adviser, but was accessible to members in the Comments pages of the
ALI website.

196

See supra text accompanying notes 142-48.

197 Oren Bar-Gill, Omri Ben-Shahar, & Florencia Marotta-Wurgler, State
A G's Letter re the Tentative Draft of Restatement of the Law, Consumer Contracts(May 16, 2019), www.thealiadviser.org. (hereafter Reporter Response).
198 Letter from Letitia James, N.Y. Att'y Gen. & Jane M. Azia, Bureau
Chief, Consumer Frauds & Protection Bureau to Members of the Am. Law Inst.
(May 14, 2019), at 4-5 (hereafter 23 AGs), on file at www.ali.org. See DailyDicta:
'FundamentallyFlawed': Consumers Notch Win as ALI Postpones Restatement Vote, THE AMERICAN LAWYER (May 22, 2019) (describing the Attorneys
General letter), availableat Advance.Lexis.com.
199 Id
at 3.
zoo Id at 5.
201
202
203

Id at 9.

Id at 8.
Id at 6.
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In response, the Reporters pointed to the language of Section 2 which requires manifest assent. 204 They did not address the
Attorneys General contention that when the section is read together with the Comments, the section creates a presumption of
consumer assent. They did address the Attorneys General concern
that consumers would not have the time and resources to litigate
disputes and therefore be able to take advantage of the remedies of
deception and unconscionability. "We acknowledge the limits of
private action based on consumer contract law. (Although we reject the implication that the draft Restatement makes it harder for
consumers to bring private actions.)...Consumer contract law, as
distilled in the draft Restatement, complements consumer protection law; it does not replace it." 20

In summary, unless a member had the time and interest to
read the Tentative Draft itself and/or accessed and read the numerous comments on the ALI website, the material that the ALI
made easily available were the Weise article supporting the Tentative Draft and the Reporters' response to the May 2019 letter of
the 23 Attorneys General. Consequently, it appeared that the ALI
leadership had staked out a position prior to discussion by the
membership at the Annual Meeting. That position was to ignore
the critics and support the Tentative Draft.
At the Annual Meeting members presented several motions
for consideration. They ranged all the way from motions related to
individual sections of the Tentative Draft, recommending specific
word changes, to a motion to change the restatement to a principles
project, to a motion to terminate the project altogether. Claims
made in the motions demonstrated the wide difference of opinion
among ALI members. A motion to make the Restatement a principles project stated: "These model rule formulations consistently
operate to diminish the ability of businesses to enforce the terms of
contracts with consumers." 2 06 A motion to terminate the project

stated: "The Tentative Draft... radically breaks with precedent in
explicitly treating consumers worse than businesses... No justification is provided for this disadvantageous treatment of
204

Reporter Response, supranote 198.

205

Id

206

Victor E. Schwartz et al., Motion to Make ProposedRestatement of the

Law, Consumer ContractsPrinciplesof Law. (A second motion to convert the
Tentative Draft to a principles project was also submitted.); George P. Slover,
Motion To Return DraftRestatement To Committee ForFurtherConsideration
As A PrinciplesProject.
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consumers, who are often and for good reason treated with special
solicitousness by current law. Such a dramatic change in the law
defies justification." 2 07

The discussion started with section 1 which deals with definitions. That section was approved after the members also agreed
to an amendment clarifying that the Restatement does not apply if
the UCC applies to the transaction and includes a rule that is also
covered by the Restatement. 208 The remainder of the four-hour session was devoted to discussion of section 2 on adoption of standard
contract terms. The time allotted for that session expired before a
vote was taken. 2 9 It is uncertain when the ALI will schedule the
Restatement for further consideration.2 10
D. ProspectsFor the Future

The future of the Consumer Contracts Restatement project
is uncertain. As an advisor to the Restatement wrote after the
meeting, "While the Restatement technically remains alive, its future is unclear."2 1 The ALI may decide to continue the project and

schedule further consideration of the Tentative Draft at a future
annual meeting. Alternatively, it may instruct the Reporters to attempt to redraft the current version so it might satisfy the most
serious objections that have been raised. On the other hand, given
the strength of the controversy, and the fact that both consumer
and business representatives have voiced opposition to major parts

of the Tentative Draft, the ALI leadership may decide not to
Lauren Willis, movant, Howard Langer & Edward Driver, seconds, Motion To Terminate The Project(May 16, 2019) at 1.
208 Alan S. Kaplinsky, ALI annualmeeting ends with uncertain future for
Restatement of the Law, Consumer Contracts (last visited June 15, 2019),
www. consumerfinancemonitor.com/2 019/05/22 /ali-annual-meeting-endswith-uncertain-future-for-restatemet-of-the-law-consumer-contracts.
209 The ALI website contains a summary the Annual Meeting: "After a spirited discussion at the 2019 Annual Meeting, the membership voted to approve §
1, subject to the discussion at the Meeting and usual editorial prerogative."
https://www.ali.org./projects/show/consumer-contracts/#-status (visited February 18, 2020). A motion to convert the Consumer Contracts Restatement to a
Principles Project was deferred. Jerri-Lynn Scofield, Consumer ContractsRestatement Delayed: Consumers Win...For Now (May 31, 2019), www.nakedcapitalism.com.
207

210
211

Id
Id
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expend further time and resources. There is precedent for this. In
the face of strong opposition, the ALI terminated its effort to add
an Article 2B to the UCC. 212 Another alternative is to convert the
Restatement to a principles project. 213 As Part V below demonstrates, continuing this effort as a restatement project is ill advised.

V.

WHY A RESTATEMENT OF THE LAW OF CONSUMER
CONTRACTS IS AN IMPOSSIBLE DREAM

A. Constant Changes in the Online Consumer Marketplace
Preclude Courtsfrom Developing a Consistentand Workable
Body of La w
Courts increasingly recognize that the specific environment
in which a transaction occurs is a major factor in applying consumer contract law. 214 As described in Part V.B., however, due to
developments in technology, the environment where online con-

sumer transactions occur is in constant flux. Consequently, case
law will continue to formulate new ways to analyze transactions
and apply contract law in that evolving environment. As a result,

the ALI's attempt to formulate a restatement is premature.
Professor Nancy Kim has described the changes in recent
case law:
Generally, the courts are taking a more sophisticated approach to assess what conspicuous notice means in the
online context.
These courts are applying existing contract rules in a way
that recognizes the burdens that wrap contracting formats place on consumers. Consequently, they are paying
attention to website design, presentation of terms, and

Larry DiMatteo, Contract Stories: Importance of the Contextual Approach To Law, 88 WASH. L. REV. 1287, 1298, n.33 (2013).
213 Cf Victor E. Schwartz & Christopher E. Appel, EncouragingConstructive Conduct By Policyholders In The Restatement Of The Law Of Liability
Insurance, 68 RUTGERS L. REV. 455, 456 (2015) (describing an ALI Principles
Project that was converted to a restatement project).
214 Nancy S. Kim, Online Contracting, 72 BUS. LAWYER 243, 243 (2016-17).
212
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the process by which consumers must manifest assent to
determine whether a contract was formed."2 1 5

The courts' more sophisticated understanding of the setting
in which online contracting takes place is demonstrated by their
"acknowledging the folly of blanket assent to online terms and rejecting the view that notice that contract terms apply to the transaction means notice of (and assent to) all of the terms." 216 Along
with the recognition "that notice of a contract does not equal notice
of specific terms, courts seem to be paying more attention to the
potential for altering digital terms... Accordingly, courts may start
to move away from the notion that a click on an icon is the same
as a signature on a page.""2 1

Some courts' acknowledgement of the

"folly" of blanket assent is in sharp contrast to the Reporters' embrace of that concept.
In future cases, the courts will be forced to consider many
other ways of assenting besides the click on a button labeled "I
Agree" or similar language. The Tentative Draft is stuck on that
model because the cases considered by the Reporters involve only
disputes that occurred in that environment. But the case law on
which the Tentative Draft relies is years behind current product
design. Laptop users do not need to click with a mouse; they can
use a touch pad or a touch screen. Users of tablets and smartphones
do not click with a mouse, they merely tap or touch a screen. Future cases will struggle with issues such as whether tapping or
touching a screen should be treated the same as clicking with a
mouse, and whether a voice command to a virtual personal assistant is equivalent to a click or a touch. 2 81 It is premature to issue a

restatement while the law on such basic questions is in the earliest
stages of development.
Section 2 of the Tentative Draft focuses on the notice the
consumer receives. But recent cases apply the standard of the "reasonably prudent user" where constructive notice is given, a standard absent in the Tentative Draft.219 Recent cases also require
215

Id

216 Id at 244.
217

Id

Budnitz, supranote 76, at 257, 282.
Nguyen v. Barnes and Noble Inc., 763 F.3d 1171, 1177 (9th Cir. 2014);
Specht v. Netscape Communications Corp., 306 F.3d 17, 30-31 (2d Cir. 2002);
Berkson v. GoGo LLC, 97 F. Supp. 3d 359, 401 (E.D. N.Y. 2015); Resorb Networks, Inc. v. YouKnow.com, 30 N.Y.S.3d 506, 511 (Sup. Ct. 2016).
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conspicuous notice of contract terms.220 The Tentative Draft does
not require conspicuous notice.

In the future, websites selling goods and services to consumers may look entirely different, and consumers may access them in
entirely novel ways we cannot imagine.22 ' As a result, courts may
reject a "reasonably prudent consumer" standard or a "conspicuous" notice requirement and formulate standards and rules better
suited to the changed environment. Consequently, it is premature
to publish a restatement while the consumer cyber marketplace is
constantly changing and courts' standards and requirements are in
the early stages of development. 2 2
The Tentative Draft proposes a one-size-fits-all set of contract rules, regardless of whether standard terms were adopted in
a physical face-to-face environment or an electronic one. That approach may be the best one. The Comments and Reporters' Notes,
however, do not give any indication that serious thought was given
to alternative approaches even though courts have considered the
issue.

It is not unreasonable to assume that there is a difference
between paper and electronic contracting. Based on assumptions about internet consumers, they require clearer
notice than do traditional retail buyers. In the absence of
contrary proof, it can be assumed that the burden should
be on the offeror to impress upon the offeree-i.e., the average internet user-the importance of the details of the
binding contract being entered into. The burden should
include the duty to explain the relevance of the critical
terms governing the offeree's substantive rights contained in the contract.2 2 3
As the above discussion demonstrates, the case law is in
transition and will continue to change and develop as technology
drives changes in the online consumer marketplace. The courts
will continue to look closely at the specific electronic environment

220

Long v. Provide Commerce, Inc., 200 Cal Rptr. 3d 117, 125-27 (Ct. App.

2016).
221

222

See infra text accompanying note 284 (describing embedded microchips).
Cf Lauren Willis, supra note 208 (presenting motion at May 2019 ALI

Annual Meeting to terminate the restatement project because the Tentative
Draft "is premature technologically.").
223 Berkson, 97 F. Supp. 3d 359, 382 (E.D.N.Y. 2015).
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in which transactions occur, consider alternative rules and standards, and develop analyses appropriate to the specific cases before
the court. This is the way American law has traditionally developed, absent statutes or regulations that dictated a different result.
A consumer contracts restatement can at best only try to restate
the case law in one fleeting moment of time. It would be better to
wait until conditions are more stable and the case law more settled.
B. Technology ContinuesProducingNew Consumer
Marketplaces, New Devices on Which to Form Contracts,
Innovative Productsand Services, and Invisible or Intrusive
Methods to Attract and Bind Consumers
The continuous and rapid development of new technology
and its incorporation into the consumer marketplace constitutes an
overwhelming obstacle to drafting a law of consumer contracts.2 24
The consumer marketplace is constantly evolving in ways that
have a direct impact on the formation of contracts (which the Tentative Draft fails to cover), the adoption of standard terms, and
unilateral changes in terms because that evolution changes the
manner in which consumers interact with sellers in fundamental

ways. That makes any restatement of consumer contract law of
extremely limited usefulness because it is based on case law decided in an entirely different context than that in which consumers
224 Sara Castellanos, Startups Use DNA, Light Beams, Other Matter to
Store Data, WALL ST. J. (Feb 6, 2020), at B5. An example of new technology is
a company "building chips that use laser beams instead of electrical signals to
run artificial-intelligence applications 10 times faster than today's most advanced Al computer chips, using one - tenth of the energy." Another company
stores data in DNA molecules. Id.; see Caen A. Dennis, Al-GeneratedFashion
Designs: Who or What Owns The Goods?30 FORDHAM INTELL. PROP. MEDIA
& ENT. L. J. 593, 610-11 (2020) (describing a software program that designs
clothing using an Al program that "synthesizes the customer's preferences and
applies them to trending styles and past e-commerce learnings."). Amazon may
be one of the companies using artificial intelligence in conjunction with online
consumer transactions. "Amazon is an e-commerce, cloud computing, and artificial intelligence company." Jennifer S. Fan, Employees As Regulators" The
New PrivateOrderinginHigh Technology Companies, 2019 UTAH L. REv. 973,
1012, n. 209. The changes in the marketplace that technology has made possible
are a two-edged sword. "A mere roll-call...of the possible changes coming in our
power to change things can be inspiring. Or terrifying. And usually both." Albert
Wohlstetter, Technology, Prediction, and Disorder, 17 VAND. L. REV. 1, 3
(1963).
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now enter into transactions. As discussed above,225 a restatement
stating rules not yet adopted by most courts would be consistent
with ALI guidelines, but given the rapid changes that are occurring, it is problematic whether a restatement designed in light of

the cybermarketplace of 2020 would be useful in 2025.
This Part examines the consumer cyber marketplace of
2020 and the very near future. It provides examples of how new
developments in technology have resulted in significant changes to
the consumer cyber marketplace. In addition, it offers support for
the contention that at the very least, the Consumer Contracts Restatement should reconsider the "blanket assent" approach of the
Tentative Draft and previous drafts.
It would not be appropriate for a restatement of consumer
contract law to go far beyond the boundaries of traditional contract
law and propose comprehensive rules for online advertising, marketing, web design, privacy and security. 226 But a review of current
developments in those areas provides the context in which consumers assent to contracts and adopt standard terms. That context
is not reflected in the Reporters' description of the world of consumer contracting,2 27 but it should not be ignored. If it is, it will

produce a document as sterile and removed from the reality of the
actual marketplace as the laws which Llewellyn rejected. 228
To fully understand the context in which consumers form
online contracts and adopt standard contract terms, it is necessary
to consider how consumers are attracted to business websites.
Some consumers are familiar with the business and go directly to
their website or their app. Others find the business through a
search engine, the most popular being Google. 2 2 9 Even at this early
stage the consumer's decisions may not be entirely voluntary and
well informed. That is because Google manipulates the items that
appeared in a Google search so as to favor Google itself.23 0
See supra text accompanying notes 12-13, 16.
Other state and federal laws and agencies cover these areas.
See, e.g.,
FTC Disclosures, supranote 78; FFIEC Information Technology Examination
Handbook, OCC Bulletin 2016-14 (April 2016), www.occ.gov/news-issuances/bulletins/2 016/bulletin-2016-14.html.
225

226

227
228
229

Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 1-3.
See text accompanying notes 158-59.
Brent J. Horton, Malign Manipulations: Can Google's Shareholders

Save Democracy?54WAKE FOREST L. REV. 707, 713 (2019).
230 Dana Mattioli, Amazon Search Change Boosts Its Own Products, WALL
ST. J. (Sept. 17, 2019) at Al (reporting that "Amazon.com has adjusted its
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Consumers also are lured by advertisements in social meSome promotional marketing is "user generated;" it is produced by consumers themselves. Companies "are grabbing existing
posts and tweets from social media users - with permission or compensation - and recruiting users to create promotional content for
their brands."23 2 Many of these ads are fraudulent. 233 Many ads are
designed not to appear as ads at all; they are displayed at the bottom of news stories and appear to be just another story about the
news.23 4 The ultimate goal of online sales is the "feedback loop."235
Companies are trying to develop "brain-computer interface systems that can turn thoughts into typed speech by using implanted
electrodes. Facebook, which presented impressive progress [in
dia. 23 '

product-search system to more prominently feature listings that are more profitable for the company...instead of showing customers mainly the most-relevant
and best-selling listings when they search.").
231 Id at A12 (reporting that together Google, Facebook and Amazon "will
take in 68% of the roughly $130 billion in U.S. digital ad spending [in 2019]."
Google alone had $116 billion in advertising revenue in 2018.).
232 Alexis Kramer, Brands Cash in on Shoppers'Media Posts, BNA ELEC.
COM. & L. REP. (July 6, 2016).
233 Yuka Hyashi, Scammers FindMore Opportunities on Internet Marketplaces: Craigslist, eBay and Social-Media PlatformsAre More Lucrative Than
Robocalls for Fraudsters,Study Finds, WALL ST. J. (Sept. 29, 2019), at B4 (reporting that "Such scammers often run official-looking websites with fake consumer reviews and try to lure targets with items including used cars, vacation
rentals and tickets to popular concerts and sporting events.").
234 Patience Haggin & Micah Maidenberg, DigitalAd Companies Taboola
and Outbrain to Merge: the Rival Firms Will Join Forces and Operate Under
the Taboola Name, WALL ST. J. (Oct. 3, 2019) at B4. See Brent Kendall & Patience Haggin, Taboola and Outbrain's Clickbait Marriage: What Happened
When the Justice Department Showed Up, WALL ST. J. (July 23, 2020), at B5
(referring to the type of ads described in the text states "The content, widely
referred to as clickbait, is designed to be hard for readers to resist.").
235 Andy Kessler, Phones That Can Read Your Mind: TargetedAds May
Soon Show You What You Really Want Before You Knew You Did, WALL ST.
J. (Jan. 26, 2020), https://www.wsj.com/articles/phones-that-can-read-yourmind-11580071868. (The "feedback loop" is described as: "You're shown content and ads based on your browsing history, and then whatever you watch or
click on is tracked to personalize your next set of ads until, at least in theory, the
program knows exactly what you want.").
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2019] on its own brain-reading technology, has not ruled out using
this technology for advertising purposes. "1236
Often consumers never make it to sites of companies with
whom they may want to do business. Instead, they receive e-mails
or text messages that direct them to the sites of fraudsters who
cheat them and may also steal personal information from them
through phishing and "smishing" scams.23 7
Once consumers are on a company's website, the business
can use sophisticated web design techniques to obtain consumers'
consent and influence their choices. For example,
"Online travel agencies like Expedia test every aspect of
desktop and phone screens, looking for pain points during shopping that may frustrate buyers, as well as for colors, layouts and elements like photos that lead to increased booking... Researchers found that with some
screen designs, people are just blind to some elements.
Even making the ignored features bigger and brighter

didn't do the trick. The key to some scenes was a question
of timing - when new things became visible."2 3 s

A study based on behavioral economics research found that
"people have a tendency to stay on or close to the default setting
and use reference numbers to make choices, even if those numbers
are totally random." 23 9
Kevin Roose, Online Cesspool Got You Down? You Can Clean It up, for
a Price, THE N.Y. TIMES MAG., INT'L ED. (Nov. 18, 2019); See generallyBenjamin Mullin, Google in Talks to Pay Publishersfor News, WALL ST. J., (Feb.
14, 2020) at B3 (reporting that "Combined, Facebook and Google are expected
to earn 61% of all digital advertising revenue in the U.S." in 2020).
237 Jennifer Lynch, Identity Theft in Cyberspace: Crime Control Methods
and Their Effectiveness In CombatingPhishingAttacks, 20 BERKELEY TECH.
L. J. 259, 259 (2005) ("In the most common phishing scam, the "phisher' sends
an e-mail disguised to look like it is from a financial institution or e-commerce
site...[t]he e-mail uses the company's logos and trademarks and employs 'scare
tactics'...."); Taylor Telford, That Text You Got About A PackageIsn't from
FedEx. Its A Scam, THE WASH. POST (Jan. 23, 2020), at A2 (explaining that a
"smishing" scam involves phishing via a text message. "Smish" refers to SMS,
the technical format for texting).
238 McCartney, supra note 99.
239 Lisa Ward, Beware The Online Loan Calculators: The Default
Settings
Could Influence Consumers to Choose More Expensive Loans, A New Study
Finds, WALL ST. J. (Oct. 21, 2019) at R9.
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Professor Levitin describes the "coercive choice architecture" of bank websites. 240 For example, one bank displays a "prechecked list of accounts to be taken paperless, such that to not go
paperless I have to uncheck several boxes. I am essentially optedin to paperless. Another bank has a prominent 'I agree' button
without an equivalent 'I decline' button - the only way to decline
paperless is to find the small link labeled "close" to close a pop-up
window."
Web design can encourage certain types of consumers to use
the website and discourage others. "[W]eb developers - predominantly young digital natives - are still not adequately taking into
account older customers' challenges in using technology when deciding digital interfaces. Not only are these customers generally
less versed in the mobile environment, but designers are not considering the limited dexterity, as well as cognitive and visual acuity, of seniors as they age." 241
More ominously, many websites are designed with "dark
patterns." According to a 2019 Princeton University study, "[d]ark
patterns are user interface design choices that benefit an online service by coercing, steering, or deceiving users into making unin-

tended and potentially harmful decisions...[Dark patterns are employed] to influence users into making more purchases or
disclosing more information than they would otherwise." 24 2 These
are "devious online techniques that manipulate users into doing
things they might not otherwise choose to." 243 An example is "the

Adam Levitin, Coercive "Consent" to Paperless Statements, CREDIT
(Nov. 12, 2019, 10:51 P.M.), https://www.creditslips.org/creditslips/2019/11/coercive-consent-to-paperless-statements.html.
241 Kevin Tynan, Banks'Neglect of Seniors in DigitalPush Is Shortsighted,
AM. BANKER (May 2, 2016), https://www.americanbanker.com/opinion/banksneglect-of-seniors-in-digital-push-is-shortsighted.
242 Arunesh Mathur, et al., Dark Patternsat Scale: Findingsfrom a Crawl
of 11K Shopping Websites, PROC. ACM ON HUM.-COMPUT. INTERACTION, 3
CSCW Article 81 (Nov. 2019) (Abstract), available at Google Scholar (visited
Dec. 25, 2019). See Charity L. Scott, Online Shoppers Get Wise to Sellers'
Tricks, WALL ST. J. (Dec. 24, 2019), at B3 (describing the Mathur study).
243 Jennifer Valentino-Devries, How E-Commerce Sites Manipulate You
Into Buying Things You May Not Want, N.Y. TIMES (June 24, 2019),
https://www.nytimes. com/2 019/06/2 4/technology/e-commerce-dark-patternspsychology.html (reporting on a Princeton University study of websites that discovered widespread use of dark patterns, confirmed by the New York Time's
own research); See Scott, id.
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brightly colored button that encourages you to agree to a service,
while the link to opt out is in a drop-down menu." 2 4 4 The Princeton

study "found that 11% of shopping websites use 'dark patterns'
ploys like fake discounts or fudged inventory numbers designed to
change customer behavior. Other strategies, like offering a discount if a customer signs up for promotional emails or enticing
shoppers who are about to close their browsers with free shipping,
are ripe for exploitation." 24 5 The FTC Act and state laws prohibiting unfair and deceptive acts and practices may not make dark
patterns illegal. Dark patterns "walk a fine line between manipulation and persuasion."246
Even if a website is not designed to include dark patterns
and the terms are presented "in a visually appealing format," the
terms are "even less comprehensible than those of 15 years ago...
[because] online terms have become more voluminous... [and] less
readable because of their volume.. .241 "Unhindered by the limitations of the paper form," companies engage in "'contract mania"'

in which they "'stuff their online contracts with many pages of
terms.'

2 48

Moreover, today's online contracts "include provisions

that few people would expect to be contained in contracts of the
sort being offered." 24 9

The Reporters ignore and seem oblivious to the online
world of younger adults and their online behavior, including en-

gaging in e-commerce while on social media platforms. These consumers "have become accustomed to receiving information in
small doses due to the proliferation of social media platforms such
as Twitter, Instagram, Facebook and the practice of text

Id
Scott, supra note 99. The Princeton study found that more than 160 sites
engaged in "confirm shaming" in which in order to avoid buying an item the
consumer must click on a button and by doing so agree with a statement such
as "No thanks! I'd rather join the 'Pay Full Price for Things' club." ValentinoDevries, supranote 244.
246 Valentino-Devries, supra note 244. In April 2019, Senators Deb Fischer
and Mark Warner introduced the Deceptive Experiences To Online Users Reduction (DETOUR) Act. The Act would outlaw the use of dark patterns and
grant the FTC authority to enforce the law.
247 Moringiello, supra note
99, at 276.
244
245

248

Id, quoting

NANCY

S.

KIM, WRAP CONTRACTS: FOUNDATIONS AND

RAMIFICATIONS, 58 (1st ed. 2013).
249 Id
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In her review of Professor Kim's book on wrap con-

tracts, Professor Moringiello notes that "[e]lectronic communication is not the same as paper communication, and Prof. Kim urges
that reasonableness be based on how people behave. Courts need
to stop treating electronically presented terms as the new paper
and delve more deeply into how today's consumers, many of
whom, in a world of text messages, find e-mail to be unacceptably
slow, perceive wrap contracts... Prof. Kim's work illustrates the
need for research in the areas outside the law in order to determine
how readers perceive online terms. The answer today might be different from the answer even 10 years ago...."25i
The Tentative Draft purports to restate the law that courts
have developed. But to the extent that a few appellate courts even
have issued decisions on consumers adopting standard terms, they
have analyzed websites from a paper-based perspective and have
ignored any consideration of consumer perception and behavior in
the context of present-day online interaction. Consequently, an
ALI project on Consumer Contract Law that merely tries to embody the rules of those cases is already hopelessly obsolete. This
project should be an excellent opportunity for evaluating current
case law's adequacy in light of current online reality. But even this
may be an impossible dream. The online marketplace is changing
so rapidly it is likely that when the ALI issues its Consumer Contracts Restatement, it already will be out of date.
Companies are devising new ways for consumers to access
their websites. When consumers see a product they want on their
television screens, they can scan the QR code from their
smartphone which leads them directly to the product's website
250

Id

251

Id at 283-84.

Consumers also are increasingly engaging in e-commerce through
their social media platforms. "'The lines are blurring between traditional shopping, digital shopping and social media."' Joseph Pisani & Tali Arbel, What
does Walmart see in acquiring TikTok? Millions of young shoppers, ATL. J.
CONST. (Sept 6, 2020), at D1, D3. "Social commerce is a rendezvous for people
to communicate and shop using social media. Social media is commonly regarded as the next great wave in technology, business, and social life." Shahbaz
Hussain, Ying Li & Wenli Li, Influence ofPlatform Characteristicson Purchase
Intention in Social Commerce: Mechanism of Psychological Contracts, 16 J.
THEOR. APPL. ELECTRON. COMMER. RES. 1 (Jan. 1, 2021), available in 2021
WLNR 36. "...WeChat is a sort of all-in-one app: a way to...pay bills, coordinate
with co-workers...buy stuff and get news." Paul Mozur, WeChat. WeThink.
WeControl, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 6, 2020).
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from which they can buy the product. 2 2 That appears to be a benefit for consumers, making online shopping easily available from
their televisions as well as other electronic devices. However,
"NBC executives are attempting to camouflage advertising inside
televised content."25 3

Once on a business' website, the design of the site is not the
consumer's only problem. There may be a lack of transparency
about fees and other costs. 254
Consumers can use the internet to buy goods without having to access a website; instead they increasingly talk to their virtual personal assistant.ss Examples include Apple's Siri and Amazon's Alexa. These devices are connected through the Internet of
Things. 25 6 Consumers assent to transactions simply by talking to a
Peter Holley, NBC Bets on Viewers Wanting To Shop While They're
Watching TV, WASH. POST (Dec. 2, 2019), at A.17.
252

253

Id

at D2.

Michelle Gleba, Valentine's Scammers -Not So Loving, NEWSTRIB.
(Feb
9,
2020),
https://www.newstribune.com/news/business/story/2 02 0/feb/09/bbb-tips-valentines-scammers-not-so-loving/815889/;
Scott McCartney, A Backlash Brews Against Hotel Fees, WALL ST. J. (Jan. 30,
254

2020), at All; Hugo Martin, Airbnb and SimilarSites Don'tShow Fees Upfront.
People

Are

Mad

About

It,

L.A.

TIMES

(Jan.

9,

2020),

https://www.latimes.com/business/story/2020-01-09/airbnb-and-other-shortterm-rental-guests-complain-about-fees.
255

Julie Jargon, Move Over, Santa! Kids Ask Alexa for Gifts, WALL ST. J.

(Dec. 23, 2019), at A12. ("There are now more than 100 million Alexa-enabled
devices around the world used by tens of millions of customers each month -in
kitchens, bathrooms, even cars."). Walmart plans to offer "an automated personal-shopping service...through voice-activated devices." Sarah Nassauer,
Walmart Looks to Spin off Shopping Service, WALL ST. J. (Oct. 5, 2019), at B3.
256 E.g., Joan Goodchild, Amazon Alexa Users Can Buy Gas Using Voice
Command, CARDNOTPRESENT.COM (Sept. 3, 2020), https://news.cardnotpresent.com/news/amazon-alexa-users-can-buy-gas-using-voice-command (reporting that consumers with Alexa-enabled vehicles or the Alexa app on their
smartphones can pay for gas at Exxon and Mobil stations by saying "Alexa, pay
for gas."); Liz Hoffman & AnnaMaria Andriotis, Goldman Sachs Vies for GM's
Credit Card, Betting You'll Buy Coffee With Your Car, WALL ST. J. (Aug. 12,
2020) at B1 (reporting that drivers of GM vehicles can order food, pay for gas
and make hotel reservations from the vehicle's dashboard touch screens);
Wayne Rash, Amazon Alexa Set to Become Power Business Tool on Windows
10 PCs, EWEEK.COM (Jan. 8, 2018), https://www.eweek.com/cloud/amazonalexa-set-to-become-power-business-tool-on-windows-10-pcs
(reporting that
Microsoft Windows 10 PCs are now being sold, not only with virtual assistant
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machine. Despite the growing popularity of virtual personal assistants, the Tentative Draft does not even refer to this mode of contracting; consequently, it offers no guidance on how consumers
may adopt standard terms the seller may impose. 2 7
Before deciding whether to purchase an item, consumers
can visit various websites to obtain consumer reviews of the item
and of the company selling it. This is one of the significant benefits
of the Internet. Unfortunately, however, many reviews cannot be
trusted. For example, some companies persuade employees or pay
others to submit fake reviews. 258 Amazon appears to engage in its
Cortana, but also with Amazon's Alexa already installed so users can talk to
their PCs to perform various tasks; Alexa for Business provides companies with
the ability to connect with users; Google Assistant is available on television and
as an app on mobile phones). Use of devices connected through the Internet of
Things has raised privacy and security concerns. See Hosein F. Badran, IoT
Security
and
Consumer
Trust
(June
2019),
https://doi.org/10.1145/3325112.3325234. Firms have countered with devices to
protect the conversations virtual assistants may listen to. Kashmir Hill, Don't
WantAlexa to Listen? Wear This, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 16, 2020) at BU3 (reporting
on a digital bracelet that "will jam the Echo or any other microphones in the
vicinity from listening in on the wearer's conversations.").
257 See Budnitz, supra note 76, at 257-58. (discussing the Tentative Draft,
which also omits any discussion of the risks consumers take when they use these
devices). Jargon, supranote 256 (reporting that children are buying multiple holiday gifts by talking to virtual personal assistants without their parents'
knowledge); Nicole Periroth, With a Laser, Researchers Say They Can Hack
Alexa, Google Home or Siri, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 4, 2019), https://www.ny(reporting
times.com/2019/11/04/technology/digital-assistant-laser-hack.html
that researchers were able to "take over Google Home, Amazon's Alexa or Apple's Siri devices from hundreds of feet away by shining laser pointers and even
flashlights, at the devices' microphones."); Matthew Panzariono, Apple Is Turning Siri Audio Clip Review off by Default and Bringing it in House,
TECHCRUNCH.COM

(Aug.

28,

2019,

11:01

A.M.),

https://techcrunch.com/2019/08/2 8/apple-is-turning-siri-audio-clip-review-offby-default-and-bringing-it-in-house/. (reporting that Amazon, Google and Apple use humans to listen to the conversations of consumers who talk to their
virtual personal assistants, raising privacy concerns; Apple even used contractors as well as employees, a practice they claim they have stopped).
258 Eric Heisig, Local Company Says Overseas FirmsManipulateAmazon's
Rating System Through Fraud, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER (Jan. 17, 2020),
https://www.cleveland. com/court-justice/2 020/01/overseas-companies-gamingamazons-ratings-system-through-fraud-cleveland-area-company-says-in-lawsuit.html; Montana Attorney General: Beware Tow Truck Scam, MISSOULIAN
(Dec. 31, 2019), https://missoulian.com/news/local/montana-attorney-general426
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own review of products sold on its site. It awards an "Amazon's
Choice" badge to certain products. An investigation into some of
these products, however, discovered that the badge had been
awarded to "products regulators have raised safety concerns about,
that make false claims or whose listings appear to have been manipulated by sellers to get the endorsement." 2 9 Apparently, Amazon uses algorithms to decide what products are awarded a
badge. 260 As the "Amazon Choice" program demonstrates, using
beware-tow-truck-scam/article_0ff4213 a-669d-55e 1-b9a3-bf1930b4929b.html.
Individuals with questionable work histories and "scandal-rocked companies"
can hire firms to doctor information on Google and other sites to hide their past
problems from others. Rachel Levy, How the 1% Scrubs Its Image Online,
WALL ST. J. (Dec. 13, 2019) at B1. Third party sellers on Amazon and other ecommerce websites engage in "brushing scams" which involve fake orders and
sellers writing positive reviews of their own products. Jesse Newman & Jon
Emont, Seed Curbs Unlikely To Stop Mailings, WALL ST. J. (Sept. 8, 2020), at
B1, B5. Criticizing a company risks retaliation. The Department of Justice has
alleged that eBay hired a retired police captain to engage in cyberstalking a couple who publish a blog that has been critical of eBay. Maria Armental, Ex-eBay
Employee Faces Charge, WALL ST. J. (July 8, 2020), at B4. The DOJ also
charged six former eBay employees with sending the same eBay couple "threatening Twitter messages and packages that contained live cockroaches, a funeral
wreath and a bloody-pig mask." Sebastian Herrera, EBay Staffers Charged

With HarassingCritics, WALL ST.

J. (June 16, 2020), at Al. According to one

report, "The alleged cyberstalking campaign was launched soon after ... eBay's
chief executive... and his chief communications officer...embarked on a more
aggressive public relations strategy that included challenging critics...." Kirsten
Grind & Sebastian Herrera, 'Crush This Lady.' How eBay Tried To Silence
Critic, WALL ST. J. (June 25, 2020), at Al. See generally, Shmuel I. Becher & Tal
Z. Zarsky, E-ContractDoctrine 2.0: StandardForm Contracting-In The Age Of
Online User Participation, 14 MICH. TELECOMM. & TECH. L. REV. 303, 327,
334, 337-40 (2008) (discussing the role of social networks and active exchange of
information among online consumers).
259 Shane Shifflett, Alexandra Berzon & Dana Mattioli, 'Amazon's Choice'
Isn't The Endorsement It Appears, WALL ST. J. (Dec. 23, 2019), at Al. On the
other hand, Google has banned apps for payday loans from its app store, regarding them as harmful to consumers. Yuka Hayashi, Google Bans Payday Loans
From App Store, Citing Exploitation,WALL ST. J. (Oct. 14, 2019), at B1.
260 Shifflett, Berzon & Mattioli, Id. (reporting on the assertions of former executives). See Louise Matsakis, What Does It Mean When A ProductIs 'Amazon's Choice"? WIRED (June 4, 2019) https://www.wired.com/story/what-doesamazons-choice-mean/ (reporting that it is unknown how Amazon chooses the
products for this coveted designation. "Amazon isn't transparent about exactly
how it works." The program originally was implemented to assist shoppers
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algorithms may not benefit consumers and may not even accomplish a company's objectives when they place their products on
Amazon's platform. 26
After a consumer makes a purchase, problems may arise
through no fault of the consumer. The most efficient way for consumers to resolve problems is to contact customer service. But rather than use the opportunity to foster a positive relationship with
consumers, some companies have implemented procedures which
may discourage consumers from future purchases at that firm. For
example, at one company, when consumers complain about their
purchases, the business will refund their money only if they agree
not to tell anyone about the refund and to delete any negative social
media comments and reviews the consumer may have posted.2 6 2 A

ordering products by talking to an Amazon Echo speaker who would not have
available items displayed on a screen in front of them and would tend to buy the
product Alexa suggested.) Another Amazon marketing strategy involves the
company awarding its "buy button" to certain third party sellers. See Jim Milliot, Publishers Are Urged to Monitor Amazon Buy Buttons, PUBLISHERS
WEEKLY (Mar. 23, 2018), https://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/bookselling/article/7 6406-publishers-are-urged-to-monitor-amazon-buy-buttons.html (reporting that unknown to buyers, third-party sellers
compete for the privilege of displaying "buy buttons" on Amazon's book pages).
261 See generally"We're headed toward a world where people are being partially programmed by algorithms. A lot of what you'll do during the day will be
designed and set up and contextualized and motivated by algorithms. You see,
the algorithms don't really work. So in order for a predictive algorithm to work,
the only way to get that effect is for people to change in order to make the algorithm appear smarter." Elizabeth Weil, The Teenage Self-Creation Artists of
YouTube, N.Y. TIMES MAG. (Nov. 17, 2019), at 84, 88 (quoting Jaron Lanier"
founding father of virtual reality" Id.).
262 Erin Griffith & Peter Eavis, Smile and Say...Nothing, N.Y. TIMES (JAN.
22, 2020), at B1; Nicholas Kristof, The Grinch That Firedan Angel (Op. Ed.),
N.Y. TIMES (Feb 2, 2020), at SR9 (reporting on bank firing a customer service
employee and her manager for allegedly breaking bank's rules in assisting customer after bank had misled customer about availability of funds from his
paycheck); Katherine Bindley, Need Customer Service for an App? Prepareto
Lose YourMind, WALL ST. J. (July 4, 2019), https://www.wsj.com/articles/needcustomer-service-for-an-app-prepare-to-lose-your-mind-11562238000
(reporting that "there's no helpline to get a live person with Uber or Lyft. Ditto Spotify,
Instagram and many other apps."). New circumstances beyond the control of
the consumer may produce new problems requiring adequate customer service.
A company may not be able to provide such service because of those same circumstances. See e.g., How to Contact Amazon, WIKIHow (July 9, 2020),
428
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bank will attempt to recover money transferred out of customer
accounts only if the customer signs a legal document "promising
not to discuss the fraud or sue the bank." 2 63
Consumers probably do not understand the roles of the various parties that may be involved in online transactions. Consequently, consumers cannot know what their legal rights and responsibilities may be when they click "I Agree" regardless of
whether they have read the terms and conditions posted on the
website. This can create difficulties when a problem arises.
For example, Amazon is a major platform for selling goods
on the Internet. 2 64 Third-party vendors sell "a significant portion of
the products" sold on Amazon. 265 Many of these third-party ven-

dors sell counterfeit goods. 26 6 Faulty products are another source of

https://www.wikihow.com/Contact-Amazon (reporting during the Covid-19
pandemic that normally a consumer with a question or a problem can call Amazon customer service at an 888 number, but "Amazon's call centers are currently closed due to social distancing guidelines."); See generallyJohn Herman,
Breakdown, N.Y. TIMES MAG. (May 31, 2020), at 48, 50 (describing the multitude of problems consumers encountered trying to find items on Amazon's website when its systems broke down during the Covid-19 pandemic, and "seemed
to be exposing [consumers] to scams and exploitation, a peculiar sort of store
that seemed to have lost control of its own shelves.").
263 Sarah Krouse, After Scams, Banks Trade Help for Silence - Billions of
Robocalls Are Resulting in Thousands of Fraudulent Wire Transfers. Some
Banks Attempt to Recover Funds - If Victims Stay Quiet, WALL ST. J. (Feb. 1,
2020) at B5.
264 Amy Elizabeth Shehan, Amazon's Invincibility: The Effect of ThirdParty Vendors'Productson Amazon, 53, GA. L. REV. 1215, 1216 (2019).
265 Eberhart v. Amazon.com, Inc., 325 F. Supp. 3d 393, 396 (S.D.N.Y. 2018);
Lawrence Ingrassia, They Took on Giants, and ChangedHow You Shop, N.Y.
TIMES (Jan. 26, 2020) at BU1 (reporting that "In 2018, small and medium-size
companies sold $160 billion in goods on Amazon, up from just $100 million in
1999, a 1,6600-fold increase."); Timothy Puko & Alex Leary, Trump Administration Weighs PuttingAmazon ForeignSites on 'NotoriousMarkets'List, WALL
ST. J. (Dec. 6, 2019) https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-administrationweighs-putting-amazon-foreign-sites-on-notorious-markets-list-11575654650
(reporting that in 2018 third party sales were 18% of Amazon's total revenue).
266 William Mauldin & Alex Leary, US. Signals Crackdown on Counterfeit
Goods Sold Online; Trump administration targets ecommerce operators with
broader enforcement in effort to compel companies' help rooting out Fakes,
WALL ST. J. (Jan. 24, 2020) at A2 (reporting on a Department of Homeland Security report that the Department plans to enlist e-commerce companies, including Amazon.com and financial firms, to help stop the online sale of counterfeit
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problems. 267 Many consumers may not realize they are dealing with
a third party vendor. 268 Even if consumers realize they are dealing
with a third party seller, there is no question that they do not know
whether Amazon is liable for problems which may occur. It is important for consumers to know whether Amazon is liable because
often is it impossible to ascertain the identity of the manufacturer. 26 9 Amazon denies liability, claiming it is merely operating a

platform that connects buyers and sellers.2 70 Amazon's legal liability when consumers purchase defective goods from third-party
sellers is a major issue that the courts themselves are currently
struggling to determine.2 7 ' The liability of "platforms" is an im-

portant context in which consumers form contracts and adopt
standard terms. It is a context that the Tentative Draft ignores.
The Tentative Draft relies upon reported decisions in drafting the black letter law, and those decisions are based on transactions that did not involve apps. Consequently, the Tentative Draft
products; the report also recommends new laws allowing the government to seek
injunctive relief against marketplaces selling counterfeit goods); Alexandra Berzon, Shane Shifflett & Justin Sheck, Amazon Has Ceded Controlofits Site. The
Result: Thousands of Banned, Unsafe or Mislabeled Products, WALL ST. J.
(Aug. 23, 2019) (reporting that the newspaper found thousands of items for sale
on the Amazon site that have been declared unsafe by federal regulators and
banned).
267 See generally, Ryan Bullard, Out-Teching Products Liability: Reviving
Strict ProductsLiability in An Age of Amazon, 20 N.C. J.L. & TECH., On., 181
(May 2019).
268 Alexandra Berzon, How Amazon Dodges Responsibility for Unsafe
Products: The Case of the Hoverboard; Courts Are Starting To Challenge the
Idea That Big Tech Companies Are Mere Platforms Connecting Buyers and
Sellers, WALL ST. J. (Dec. 5, 2019) (quoting a consumer as saying, "When we
bought this, we believed we were buying from Amazon."); See Milliot, supra
note 261 (reporting that unknown to buyers, third-party sellers compete for the
privilege of displaying "buy buttons" on Amazon's book pages).
269

Id

270

Id

See e.g., Oberdorf v. Amazon.com, Inc., 930 F.3d 136, 153-54 (3rd Cir.
2019) vacated, remanded to 936 F.3d 182 (3rd Cir. 2019) (after finding that Amazon "plays a large role in the actual sales process"); COMMUNICATIONS
DECENCY ACT 47 U.S.C. § 230 (consumers' claims are not barred by the Act);
See Berzon, supranote 269; Matt Fair, Amazon Liability Ruling Would Wreck
E-Biz, 3rd Circ. Told, LAw360 (October 25, 2019) (visited Oct. 26, 2019)
https://www.law3 60.com/articles/1213363/amazon-liability-ruling-wouldwreck-e-biz-3rd-circ-told.
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does not consider whether the rules should be different when consumers transact business through an app. There are many reasons,
however, that support an argument that different rules should be
considered and may be appropriate.
For example, "websites tend to offer far more features than
mobile apps, and are more useful to consumers...."1272 Consumers
access mobile financial services through apps. Federal regulators
have issued guidelines on mobile security that "recognize there are
threats and risks associated with mobile financial services that are
different than traditional PC-based browser access."2 7

3

It is beyond the Reporters' mandate to draft a restatement
that makes rules and standards for web design and that tries to
account for all the uncertainties and risks the consumer may confront when trying to decide whether to assent to a contract and
adopt standard terms. The brief examination of these factors provided above, however, demonstrates the insufficiency of the Reporters' summary in the Tentative Draft of the context in which
consumers assent to and adopt contract terms.2 74 Furthermore, this
review exposes the inadequacy of the Tentative Draft's "blanket
assent," notice and opportunity to review approach.

In the future, contracting will be done in ways and on devices we cannot imagine. First there were PCs, then laptops, followed by tablets, smartphones, and finally smart wearables such
as smartwatches. In addition to wearables, consumers now can
buy "hearables." These are wireless earbuds with built-in sensors
that can communicate with virtual assistants enabling consumers
to purchase goods online.2 75

272

Andy Peters, Bank Websites Said to Suffer from Attention Shift to Mo-

11,
2015).
https://www.americanAM.
BANKER
(Feb.
bile,
banker.com/news/bank-websites-said-to-suffer-from-attention-shift-to-mobile;
See generallyYoree Koh, Teens'Smartphone Use Is Mapped, WALL ST. J. (Mar.
18,
2020)
https://www.wsj.com/articles/project-digs-deeper-into-teenagesmartphone-use-11584461446 (reporting on a study that found "People jump between apps and websites on an average of every 10 seconds.").
273 Penny Crosman, Should All Banks Have Mobile Apps? AM. BANKER
(June 17, 2016) https://www.americanbanker.com/news/should-all-banks-havemobile-apps.
274 Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 1-3.
275 Daniel J. Levitin, Do You Hear What I Hear?: Holiday Music Is
Inescapable, WALL ST. J. (Dec. 28-29, 2019), at B5. See generallyLaineHiggins, Miss
the NCAA Tournament?Blame the Ball, WALL ST. J. (Feb. 20, 2020), at A14
(reporting that the Mountain West Conference of the NCAA is providing its
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Another example of the new ways in which consumers will
interact with online sites is "gesture controls," also called "air actions." 276 "Instead of touching your phone... you'll soon be able to
wave your hand or pinch your fingers in the air to make stuff happen on the phone, never making contact with touchscreens we've
been so accustomed to." 277 One application of gesture control is incorporating it into the Internet of Things. By adding special software to the consumer's devices, "your inexpensive Echo speaker
becomes a spatially aware device that recognizes when you move
your hand in a certain way while standing at your countertop, and
your Nest thermostat responds to a swipe across the living room
wall... This gesture towards a not-so-distant future shows that
touchless features could very well fit seamlessly into the stuff we
do every day, with the technology we already have at our fingertips."2 7s
Amazon is developing a system in which customers initially
insert their credit cards into a terminal which then scans their

hands. 2 79 For all subsequent purchases, all the consumer needs to
do to pay for purchases is place their hand over a terminal. Consumers will benefit by not having to bring their cards or even their

smartphones to the store. Systems in which consumers do not have
teams with "location data collected from sensors placed...on players' jerseys" as
well as inside basketballs and in a facility's rafters).
276 Lauren Goode, Touchless Gesture Controls on Phones? Think Bigger,
WIRED (Aug. 12, 2019), www.wired.com/story/gesture-controls-phones-samsung-lg-google.
277
278
279

Id
Id
AnnaMaria Andriotis, Cash, Plastic, or Hand?Amazon Envisions Pay-

ing with a Wave: tech Giant Plans Terminals to Let Consumers Link Credit
CardInformation to Their Hands, WALL ST. J. (Jan. 21, 2020), at B1. The Director of the Dartmouth College Dining Services has proposed that the college
use biometric technology that would allow students to "swipe their hands at a
scanner" to pay for food. Jason Romero, DDS seeking to implement biometric
technologyatregisters,THE DARTMOUTH (Feb. 21, 2020), https://www.thedartmouth.com/article/2 020/02 /dds-seeking-to-implement-biometric-technology-atregisters. The student newspaper objected to the plan because it would "raise
fears of surveillance and targeting... vulnerable populations." In addition, it
would be an obstacle to dining service personnel receiving direct feedback on
students' opinions about the quality of the service they receive. The Dartmouth
Editorial Board, Verbum Ultimum: DDS Dysfunction, The biometric debacle
reflects broaderissues, THE DARTMOUTH (Feb. 28, 2020), https://www.thedart-

mouth.com/article/2020/02/verbum-dds-dysfunction.
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to make physical contact with anyone or anything are especially
attractive during a pandemic such as Covid-19. Amazon, like other
technology companies, will benefit by further injecting itself into
financial transactions which until now have been the exclusive
province of banks and card networks. 280 In addition, Amazon will

gather information about consumers it can use in setting the prices
it charges advertisers. "Data that will pass through the terminals,
including where consumers shopped, and when, would be stored
on Amazon's cloud... The company would like to integrate this
data with consumers' Amazon.com spending...."281 It does not
seem unreasonable to assume that in the future companies will integrate gesture control with hand scans. A consumer could access
a website by waving a hand that has been scanned in front of the
website.
Amazon is introducing new devices that communicate with

Alexa, enabling consumers to shop at Amazon.com in novel
ways. 28 2 These include eyeglasses containing microphones and
speakers as well as a ring that is connected to Alexa. Alexa-enabled
computer chips can be put into microwaves and coffee machines.
Car manufacturers include Alexa in their vehicles.
Even more futuristic-seeming, but already a reality, is microchipping. In Sweden, consumers are having microchips im-

planted into their hands. 28 3 With a flick of the wrist consumers can
280 Peter Rudegeair & Liz Hoffman, Next in Google's Quest for Consumer
Dominance:Banking, WALL ST. J. (Nov. 13, 2019), https://www.wsj.com/articles/next-in-googles-quest-for-consumer-dominancebanking-11573644601.
281

Andriotis, supranote 280.

Sebastian Herrera, Amazon Extends Alexa's Reach into
Wearables,
WALL ST. J. (Sept. 26, 2019) at B6.
283 Oscar Schwartz, The rise of microchipping:are we readyfor technology
to get under the skin? THE GUARDIAN, (Nov. 11, 2019), https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2 019/nov/08/the-rise-of-microchipping-are-we-ready-fortechnology-to-get-under-the-skin (This is an example of "a seamless integration
of biology and technology... Microchip implants are essentially cylindrical barcodes that, when scanned, transmit a unique signal through a layer of skin."
Some see microchipping as an extension of wearables, such as smart watches
and Google glasses. It is one more step towards a cashless payments system.);
See also Andrea M. Matwyshyn, The Internet of Bodies, 61 WM. & MARY L.
REV. 77, 83-84 (2019); Daniel Oberhaus, This DIY Implant Lets You Stream
282

Movies

From Inside
Your Leg,
WIRED
(Aug.
31,
2019),
https://www.wired. com/story/this-diy-implant-lets-you-stream-movies-frominside-your-leg/. See generally Moises Velasquez-Manoff, The Mind Readers,
N.Y. TIMES, at 4 (Aug. 31, 2020) (reporting that "Voice recognition, like that
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pay for gym memberships and a ride on the train. This is an exam-

ple of "a seamless integration of biology and technology...Microchip implants are essentially cylindrical barcodes that, when
scanned, transmit a unique signal through a layer of skin." Some
see microchipping as an extension of wearables, such as smart
watches and Google glasses. It is one more step towards a cashless
payments system.

When consumers use the internet to shop, they are doing far
more than entering into a contract to buy goods and services and
adopt standard terms. In addition, they are surrendering their privacy and, in effect, "donating" highly personal information to the
company free of charge. That information may be used by the company to sell more goods and services to that consumer, may be used
to price ads that businesses want to place on the website, and may
be sold to third parties. There is no comprehensive federal law requiring that companies implement adequate security measures
that provide consumers with a right to privacy. 28 4 This is in sharp

contrast to a recent California statute and the law that governs the
European Union. 285 It is not even clear that the Federal Trade
Commission has the authority to effectively enforce federal law
when they find a company has inadequate data security or unfair
used by Apple's Siri or Amazon's Alexa, is a step toward more seamless integra-

tion of human and machine.").
284 Shaun G. Jamison,
CreatingA National Data Privacy Law For The
UnitedStates, 10 CYBARIS AN INTELL. PROP. L. REV. 1, 7 (2019). See Shoshana
Zuboff, You Are Now Remotely Controlled, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 26, 2020), at 1, 6
https://www.nytimes.com/202 0/01/24/opinion/sunday/surveillance-capitalism.html (reporting that a Facebook litigator argued in a federal district court
case "that the very act of using Facebook negates any reasonable expectation of
privacy 'as a matter of law."'). See generally Richard Rubin, Al Comes to the
Tax Code, WALL ST. J. (Feb. 27, 2020), at A2 (quoting the Commissioner of the
IRS: "If I get a first name and a cellphone number, you'd be shocked how much
information Palantir [a data-mining firm used by the IRS] can provide.").
285 Cal. Civ. Code §§ 1798.100-1798.199 (West 2019); 2016 O.J. (L 679) of
the European Parliament and of the Council of April 27, 2016 on the Protection
of Natural Persons with Regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the
Free Movement of Such Data (hereafter GDPR). The effectiveness of California's Consumer Privacy Act, which went into effect January 1, 2020, already
has been called into question. Facebook claims it is not covered by the law because it is merely a service provider, rather than a seller of data. Ben Kochman,
California'sNew PrivacyLaw FacesIts First Big Challenge, LAw360 (Jan. 30,
2020), https://www.law360.com/articles/1238022/california-s-new-privacy-lawfaces-its-first-big-challenge.
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or deceptive practices in regard to privacy. 286 Moreover, even if the
FTC has authority, consumers have no private right of action to
sue under the FTC Act, the only statute that may give the FTC
authority. 287
The Reporters' description of the context in which consumers adopt standard terms omits entirely any acknowledgment of
the security and privacy risks to which consumers are exposed. Instead, the Reporters explain that under the Tentative Draft's rules
for the adoption of standard terms, the privacy notices on websites
are treated as contracts. 288 As a result, under the Tentative Draft's
"blanket assent" approach, consumers are bound by a company's
privacy provisions, no matter how unfavorable they may be to the
consumer. 28 9 If those provisions are outrageous, the only relief

286 LabMD, Inc. v. FTC, 894 F.3d 1221(11th Cir. 2018) (holding FTC's consent order was not specific enough); FTC v. Wyndham Worldwide Corp., 799
F.3d 236 (3rd Cir. 2015) (upholding FTC's authority to find violation of FTC
Act based on unfairness). See Julie Wall, PolicingCyberspace: The Uncertain
Futureof DataPrivacyand Security Enforcement In The Wake of LabMD, 60
B.C. L. REV. E-Supplement 11.149 (Mar. 21, 2019) (In LabMD the 11th Circuit
"introduces confusion about the scope of the FTC's enforcement authority and
meaningfully constrains the FTC's approach to data privacy and security remediation."). The FTC has asked Congress "to enact privacy and data security legislation, enforced by the FTC," which would grant the agency greater legal authority so it would be better equipped to protect consumers. Prepared Statement
of the Fed. Trade Comm'n Before the Comm. on Com., Sci., and Transp., Subcomm. on Mfg., Trade, and Consumer Protection, United States Senate, Washington, D.C. (July 21, 2020), https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/157837 5/p180101_testimonysenate_commerce_07212 020.pdf.
287 Baum v. Great W. Cities, Inc., 703 F.2d 1197 (10th Cir. 1983). See

JONATHAN SHELDON & CAROLYN CARTER, FEDERAL DECEPTION LAW 7
(2017).
288

Tentative Draft, supra note 1, at 15-17.

Klass supra note 138, at 57. "[T]reating privacy policy violations as
breaches of contract might have the effect of displacing other, more consumerfriendly claims and remedies."; See generallyJoel R. Reidenberg, et al., Trustworthy PrivacyIndicators: Grades, Labels, Certifications, andDashboards, 96
WASH U. L. REV. 1409, 1 (2019) (finding that "Privacy policies are notoriously
long, complex, and impractical for consumers."); Shoshana Zuboff, supranote
285 (reporting, "We thought that we search Google, but now we understand that
Google searches us." Id at 1. [W]e've come to understand that 'privacy' policies
are actually surveillance policies." Id at 6.).
289
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offered by the Tentative Draft are its sections on deception and
unconscionability, which are largely useless, as explained above. 290
It is next to impossible to avoid engaging in conduct which
does not result in the consumer's privacy being invaded. 291 Consumers consent to personal information being collected without
understanding who is collecting the information, with whom it is

shared and how it is used. For example, if a consumer downloads
an app from the Apple App Store or an app that sends the consumer a coupon, information about the consumer is collected by a
location data company. 292 Businesses use "deceptive techniques...
290

See supra text accompanying notes 113-26.

Klint Finley, The FCC Fines Wireless Companiesfor Selling Users'Location Data, WIRED (May 2018), https://www.wired.com/story/fcc-fines-wireless-companies-selling-users-location-data/ (reporting that the Federal Communications Commission fined T-Mobile, AT&T, Sprint and Verizon a total of over
$200 million for selling consumers' location data to data aggregators "'without
reasonable safeguards."'); Michael Kan, Is AI-Enabled Voice Cloning the Next
Big Security Scam?PC MAG. (Feb. 26, 2020), https://www.pcmag.com/news/isai-enabled-voice-cloning-the-next-big-security-scam (reporting that the CEO of
Pindrop believes: "With the help of AI-powered software, cybercriminals are
starting to clone people's voices to commit scams."); Andy Peters, Bitcoin A TMs
spread-and draw scrutiny, ATL. J-CONST. (Feb 15, 2020), at A1, A6 (reporting
that ATMs providing digital currency have "few protections for personal privacy."); Stuart A. Thompson & Charlie Warzal, 12 Million Phones, One Dataset,
Zero Privacy, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 26, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/12/19/opinion/location-tracking-cell-phone.html (reporting that "surveillance [is] so omnipresent in our digital lives that it now seems impossible for
anyone to avoid."); See generally DanielJ. Solove, The Myth of the PrivacyParadox, 89 GEO. WASH. L. REV. (2021), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstractid=3536265 (critiquing the apparent paradox in which people claim they value privacy highly, but fail to protect their privacy or
voluntarily relinquish it; recommending regulating the "architecture that structures the way information is used, maintained, and transferred."). Governments
throughout the world were faced with difficult decisions about how to balance
privacy and public health during the coronavirus epidemic. Location data from
GPS, Wi-Fi networks, Bluetooth beacons and bank transactions could be used
to identify who might have contracted the virus and with whom they may have
had contact, providing essential data needed to devise methods to halt the pandemic's spread, but also invading people's privacy. See Carrie Cordero and
Richard Fontaine, Health Surveillance Is Here to Stay, WALL ST. J. (Mar. 2829, 2020) at C3. Israel established a system that could combined geolocation information with a person's credit history "and works even if a phone's tracking
is disabled." Id
291

292

Id
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to lull us into sharing" our precise locations. 293 A company called
Clearview Al claims it has "scraped" photographs of persons
whose photos are on Facebook, YouTube and millions of other
websites, and sold the images to law enforcement agencies which
admit they use it to help solve crimes. 294
Many companies are in the business of collecting information about the online and off-line shopping habits of millions of
consumers without their knowledge or consent. The data is used to
generate scores on each consumer as to whether they can be
trusted, whether they have a lot of money to spend and whether to
accept or reject a purchased item that the consumer wants to return.2 9

In addition, there is the substantial risk that the company's
database has been or will be hacked. Continual reports of company
databases being broken into by wrongdoers, including foreign governments, demonstrate the inadequacy of company security systems and the ever-growing sophistication of the hackers. 296
In the near future, developments in fields such as biometrics and artificial intelligence will result in consumers interacting
with sellers and entering into contracts in ways we cannot imagine.297
293

Id

294

Kashmir Hill, Face Scan App Inches Toward End of Privacy, N.Y.

TIMES (Jan. 19, 2020) at 1.
295 Kashmir Hill, Knowyour 'secretscore, 'ATL. J-CONST.
(Nov. 8, 2019) at
A6.
296 E.g., Neil J. Rubenking, Exclusive: PopularBaby Monitor
Wide Open
to Hacking, PC MAG. (Feb. 26, 2020), https://www.pcmag.com/news/exclusivepopular-baby-monitor-wide-open-to-hacking (reporting that researchers found
multiple security problems with a popular baby monitor that would allow hackers to steal "cloud-stored videos and pictures uploaded [by not only the consumer
whose baby monitor is hacked, but also] by every other baby monitor of the
same type."); Aruna Viswanatha, Dustin Volz & Kate O'Keefe, ChineseNationals Indicted In Equifax Breach, WALL ST. J. (Feb. 11, 2020), at Al (reporting
that a federal grand jury indicted four Chinese nationals who worked for
China's People's Liberation Army on charges of breaking into Equifax's databases to steal the personal information of almost 150 million Americans. The
United States has also blamed China for hacking into the databases of the health
insurer Anthem and Marriott International. Id at A6.).
297 For an example of what can already be done, by applying behavioral biometrics vendors and payment providers analyze customers' actions and habits
to validate transactions. "'With touch-screen devices, we have a lot of sensors,
so we're able to infer how you swipe, the pressure you put on the screen, how
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Because the environment in which consumers enter into
contracts inevitably will be changing in significant but unpredict-

able ways, ALI should not try to draft a restatement based on a
few appellate cases decided in environments that may soon be obsolete. The courts will continue trying to reach fair decisions within
the framework of current contract law, as they respond to disputes
that occur within this changing environment. The proliferation of

mandatory pre-dispute arbitration clauses, however, will preclude
most disputes from ever reaching the courts. 298 As a result, for the
foreseeable future, there will not be a critical mass of consumer
contract cases that "reflect the law as it presently stands." 299 Other
alternative methods for providing guidance for the courts exist,
however, and are explored in Parts VI and VII.
C. New Developments Will Require FrequentModifications
to a Consumer ContractsRestatement
In the future, there likely will be significant changes in case
law trends, business practices, and the consumer cyber marketplace. There also will be new state and federal statutes and regulations. These developments will require frequent modifications,
qualifications and clarifications to a consumer contracts restatement if it is to be a useful document going forward.
Part V.A describes recent changes in the case law. Courts
increasingly are examining the format and content of the specific
website involved in the transaction at issue. Certain features on
much of your finger you'd leave on the button as you pause before the next one.'
Mischa Frankl-Duval, ChangingCredit-CardTech, WALL ST. J. (Sept. 24, 2018)
at R4. See generally EU proposes rules for artificialintelligence to limit risks,
U.S.NEWS (Feb 19, 2020), https://www.usnews.com/news/business/articles/2020-02-19/eu-proposes-rules-for-artificial-intelligence-to-limit-risks
(reporting that the European Union has proposed "strict rules and safeguards on
risky applications of the emerging technology." Al systems should be "transparent, traceable and guarantee human oversight").
298 The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau issued a regulation placing
substantial limitations on consumer arbitration. In 2017, before the regulation
took effect the U.S. Congress repealed it. Michael Koch, Problem With Your
Bank Account? Tell It To the...Arbitrator? 60 B.C. L. REV. 1605, 1622-23
(2019); Nick Leyh, The Modern ArbitrationFrankenstein:The Rise andFallof
the Consumer FinancialProtection Bureau's Arbitration Rule, U. OF Mo. J.
DISP. RESOL. 103, 106-07, 111-12 (2018).
299 How the Institute Works, https://www.ali.org/about-ali-institute-works
(visited Jan. 30, 2020).
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those websites are regarded as legally significant. But as consumer
shopping sites adopt entirely new features, the courts will have to
revise their analysis of what passes legal muster. Part V.B describes changes in the consumer online marketplace including new
ways for consumers to communicate with the internet. Courts will
have to determine how to fit those new communication modes into
contract law designed for very different forms of communication
between the consumer and the seller. A restatement of consumer
contracts will need to be reexamined periodically to determine
whether it is responsive to those developments.
New statutes also may require revisions to a restatement.
For example, the California Consumer Privacy Act, effective January 1, 2020, provides that a business that collects personal information about consumers is required to disclose to consumers their
right to request the deletion of that personal information." Consumers have the right to request the business that collects personal
information about the consumer to disclose both general and very
specific information. For example, the company must disclose the
general categories of third parties with whom the business shares
personal information as well as the specific personal information it
has collected about the consumer. 30 ' The new law will have a direct
effect on the contents of the company's website. It requires a business that maintains a website to inform consumers of the website
address for purposes of consumers submitting requests for information.302

California is such an important market for those selling
online that it may be far more efficient for businesses to design
websites that comply with California law even though most shoppers may live in other states whose laws do not include privacy
requirements.

Many United States companies also may be revising their
websites to comply with the European Union's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)." 3 The GDPR requires companies to

300 Cal. Civil Code, Title 1.81.5,
301 Id at §§ 1798.110(a)(4), (5).
302 Id at § 1798.130(a)(1).

§ 1798.105(b).

303 Anu Bradford, Brexit Won't Free the U.K From EURegulations,WALL
ST. J. (Feb. 8-9, 2020) at C3 (reporting that Facebook, Google, Microsoft, Twitter and YouTube have made adjustments to their policies in light of the EU
regulations).
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make many disclosures to persons with whom they do business." 4
Although the GDPR applies only to the processing of personal data
of European Union citizens, some American companies have decided to ensure compliance by sending the required notices to all
of their customers, regardless of whether they are EU citizens."'
The Tentative Draft permits companies to obtain consumer

consent to standard terms through browsewrap agreements as long
as the business provides reasonable notice on their website.30 6
Many United States companies disclose their terms and conditions,
including privacy terms, on websites that contain browsewrap
agreements in which consumers do not affirmatively engage in
conduct signifying their agreement. The GDPR requires companies to obtain their customers' consent to a company's privacy
terms but does not allow consent to be obtained in browsewrap
agreements.37

In the future, there will be many more developments and
changes in technology, the consumer cyber marketplace and the
law. In order to be useful to courts, the illustrations in the comments, the Reporters' Notes and possibly even the black letter
would need to be augmented and revised on a continual basis. In
addition, these periodic updates should be informed by an understanding of consumer behavior derived from the findings and insights of new social science research.

304 Mike Hintze, PrivacyStatements Under the GDPR, 42 SEATTLE U. L.
REV. 1129 (2019).
305

David Lott, The GDPR's Impact on U.S. Consumers,

FEDERAL

RESERVE BANK OF ATLANTA (June 4, 2018) (reporting that "many companies
are choosing to err on the side of caution in sending to all their customers notices
of changes in their privacy disclosure terms and conditions. Some companies
have even gone so far as to provide the privacy protections contained in the
GDPR to all their customers, EU citizens or not.").
306 Tentative Draft, supra note
1, at 46-49.
307 Morgan Milino & Timothy M. Zwerner, GDPR Is Here,
30-SEP S.C.
LAW. 20, 22 (2018) ("Silence, pre-ticked boxes or inactivity do not constitute consent under the GDPR. Data subjects must be specifically told how their personal
data is being used in clear and concise language and take affirmative steps to
allow such use.").
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D. A Restatement of the Law of Consumer Contractsis an
Impossible Dream

The Tentative Draft is a failure because it does not do the
job a restatement of consumer contracts must do. That job is to
produce rules and standards that provide clear guidance to courts
and parties that are designed for the context in which consumers
enter into online contracts. The Tentative Draft fails because the
task it attempts is an impossible dream. It is an impossible dream
because the context in which consumer contracts arise is continually changing. That change is due to business' constant adoption
of new technology that is used to develop different ways to market
their products, new methods for communicating with the internet,

and novel websites designed to attract consumers and obtain their
assent to the contract and adoption of standard terms.

VI. AN ALI PRINCIPLES PROJECT: A POSSIBLE DREAM
A.

Why ALI Has PrinciplesProjectsand How They Differ
from Restatements
According to the ALI:

Principles are primarily addressed to legislatures, administrative agencies, or private actors. They can, however,
be addressed to courts when an area is so new that there
is little established law. Principles may suggest best practices for these institutions.30

Principles are generally written as recommendations to
particular institutions (e.g., legislatures, corporations).3 09

Recent ALI Principles Projects have dealt with new areas
with little established law that are related to the cyber consumer

Am. Law Inst., Capturingthe Voice of The American Law Institute: A
Handbook for ALI Reporters and Those Who Review Their Work, at 14, ALI
(revised 2015) www.ali.org/media/filer-public/08/f2/08f2f7c7-29c7-4dell-8c02308

d66f5b05 a6bb. ali-style-manuel.pdf.
309 Id
at 15. See Peter A. Alces & Byrne, Christopher, "Is It Time For The
Restatement Of Contracts, Fourth?" (2009). Faculty Publications. 10.

https://scholarship.law.wm.edu/facpubs/10.
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marketplace. This suggests that consumer contract law may also
be appropriate for a principles project."'

B. Why a PrinciplesProjectis Less Problematicthan a
Restatement

Instead of restating the law, a 'Principles' project accounts
for the case law and recommends best practices, without unduly
hindering the law's adaptability to future developments... For example, the 'Principles' drafter can formulate the 'black letter' rather broadly, with substantial elaboration in Comments. Further,
although these Principles often employ prescriptive language, a
'Principles' project is not the law unless and until a court adopts
it. Courts apply the Principles as definitive rules, as a 'gloss' on the
common law, U.C.C. Article 2, or other statutes, or not at all, as
they see fit.3m'

As stated above, one of the goals of a Principles Project is
not to unduly hinder the law's adaptability to future developments. Therefore, a Principles Project may be an ideal way for the
ALI to proceed in light of the substantial and significant future developments that can be expected to take place in the consumer and
marketplace.
In addition, note the distinction the above statement makes
between a restatement and an ALI Principles project. "[A] 'Princi-

ples' project is not the law unless and until a court adopts it." Since
this is a paragraph distinguishing a restatement from a Principles
Project ("instead of restating the law"), the clear implication is that
310 Am. Law Inst., PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW, DATA PRIVACY (Tentative
Draft approved 2019); PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW, SOFTWARE CONTRACTS

(2010). The ALI has converted at least one restatement project to a principles
project. Nicholas Malfitano, Criticism Follows Powerful Law Group To Next
Project-A 'Troubling' Take On Consumer Contracts, FORBES (June 25, 2018)
),
https://www.forbes.com/sites/legalnewsline/2018/06/25/criticism-followspowerful-law-group-to-next-project-a-troubling-take-on-consumer-contracts/#c7eeb5c2f604 (reporting that a proposed restatement on data privacy became a principles project). An example of a current principles project in an area
with little established law is Tentative Draft, Principles of the Law, Student
Sexual Misconduct: Procedural Frameworks for Colleges and Universities,

&

https://heinonline-org.flagship.luc.edu/HOL/Page?collection=ali&handle =hein. ali/prinstxmc0001 &id=2
men_tab=srchresults.

311 Am. Law Inst., PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF SOFTWARE CONTRACTS,

Proposed Final Draft 2 (Mar. 16, 2009).
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a restatement is the law that courts should apply. As discussed
above, the Consumer Contracts Restatement is not a restatement
of current law because, as demonstrated in Part B.1 very few appellate courts have considered the black letter rules in the Tentative Draft. Given this lack of sufficient consumer case law, the
Consumer Contracts Restatement is more in the nature of the
statement of principles that a court should not automatically apply.
And if they do apply those purported rules, they should explain
why they are departing from the common law of contracts as reflected in the Restatement of Contracts. 31 2
At the ALI Annual Meeting in May 2019, four ALI members prepared a "Motion to Make

Proposed Restatement of the

law, Consumer Contracts Principles of Law." 313 Although many of
those who have been criticizing the drafts of the contracts restatement have done so on the basis it does not provide consumers sufficient protection, these Movants opposed the Tentative Draft because "[t]hese novel rule formulations consistently operate to
diminish the ability of businesses to enforce the terms of contracts
with consumers." 314

C. Why ALI's Conduct During Considerationof the
Restatement May Doom a PrinciplesProject

As described in Part IV.C, the ALI leadership has staked
out a position that seems to strongly support the current draft.
That is shown by the consistent approach the drafts have taken
despite constant criticism by members. It is also suggested by ALI
publishing only the views of Mr. Weise shortly before the Annual
Meeting supporting the Tentative Draft and not publishing contrary views despite opposition from ALI members, state attorneys
general, consumer organizations, and business associations.
Conversion to a Principles Project would require the ALI
leadership to abandon its apparent support for the restatement and
devote substantial additional time and resources to a new project.
Many of the same persons could be expected to be actively involved in a Principles Project. Successful completion would
312
313

See supra text accompanying note 63.
Victor E. Schwartz et al., Motion to Make ProposedRestatement of the

Law, Consumer ContractsPrinciplesofLaw, copy on file in the offices of Loyola
Consumer Law Review. This motion was not voted on at the Annual Meeting
due to time constraints.
314 Id
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require a willingness to seriously consider opposing views and cooperation and compromises among all stakeholders.

VII.

ANOTHER POSSIBLE DREAM:

AN INDEPENDENT

TASK FORCE OF STAKEHOLDERS TO DRAFT BEST
PRACTICES

A. General Considerations
An alternative to an ALI Principles Project would be to
form an independent Task Force of stakeholders to draft best practices.315 Stakeholders could include businesses that conduct transactions online, consumer representatives, website designers and
lawyers. Although an ALI Principles Project is also designed to issue best practices, an independent group would have several advantages. It would not bear the burden of any baggage remaining
from the controversy over an attempted restatement. Although
many of the same lawyers might be involved, they would be working with attorneys who are not members of the ALI and nonlaw-

yers who did not participate in the restatement attempt and who
would bring fresh ideas and approaches. They would be starting
with a fresh slate restricted only by technical legal impediments.
The Task Force should not recommend best practices that
are contrary to well-established law, but as discussed above, there
The National Institute of Standards and Technology has issued a set of
principles for government agencies and companies "grappling with growing privacy obligations around the world." Allison Grande, PrivacyFrameworkFaces
Uphill Climb To Universal Adoption, LAW360 (Feb. 21, 2020),
https://www.law3 60.com/articles/1245890/privacy-framework-faces-uphillclimb-to-universal-adoption. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation is
seeking information from stakeholders "about how new technology or other solutions could be leveraged to help consumers better distinguish FDIC-insured
banks...from non-FDIC insured institutions...across web and digital channels."
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FDIC, FIL-12-20, FDIC SEEKS INFORMATION ON HOW TO MODERNIZE
SIGNAGE

AND

ADVERTISING

REQUIREMENTS

FOR

BANKS

(2020),

https://www.fdic.gov/news/financial-institution-letters/2020/fil20012.html. For
an example of best practices for securing databases storing sensitive or protected
data, see UC Regents, UC BERKELEY INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICE,

www. security.berkeley.edu/education-awareness/best-practices-how-tos/system-application-security/database-hardening-best (visited Feb. 4, 2020). See
generally Various,
Best
Practice,
WIKIPEDIA,
www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Best-practice (visited Feb. 4, 2020).
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is not a great deal of well-established case or statutory law in most
jurisdictions.3 16 In addition, whereas the law establishes a baseline
of minimum procedural and substantive safeguards for consumers,
the business representatives may be willing to agree on best practices that exceed what the law requires. They may be amenable to
do this in order to obtain the reputational benefit that could accrue.
A better reputation should result in greater sales.
The Task Force will have to agree on difficult process issues. For example, which individuals or organizations will be in-

vited to participate as stakeholders? Will everyone have an equal
vote? Will approval of any particular best practice require a unanimous consensus or only majority approval? Should the organization widely publicize proposed best practices and invite the public
at large to comment before they are made official?
A successful outcome will not be easy to achieve. It will require cooperation and compromise. Businesses and consumer rep-

resentatives may prefer to develop their own set of best practices
separately or with other organizations.
The goal of this project would be to publish a set of best
practices that could serve as a guide not only for businesses, but
also for lawmakers and regulators. If widely disseminated by the
CFPB, the FTC, consumer organizations and state consumer pro-

tection agencies, the best practices recommended by the Task
Force could serve as an educational tool for consumers.
It might be best to begin by attempting to agree on what the
major problem is that the group is trying to prevent.1 ' The group

might then formulate a few principles that relate to that problem.
Finally, the organization could try to agree on best practices to implement those principles. For example, the group may agree the
major problem is that consumers do not understand what they are
agreeing to when they click an "I Agree" or similarly labeled button. This may make them hesitant to engage in as much online
shopping as they otherwise would like to do. That is not only a
problem for consumers who would prefer to shop online, but also
for businesses that want to encourage consumers to return to their
companies' websites. A principle that would help prevent this

316
317

See supra text accompanying notes 127-38.
See generally David Hemenway, Doing Less Harm, HARVARD MAG.
-

(Jan.-Feb. 2020), at 43, 44 ("Rather than rely on the blame game, the public
health approach... seeks to bring people and institutions together to get to work
on the problem. It invites everyone to join the effort as part of the solution.").
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problem might be to design websites that are fully transparent.
Best practices to implement that principle would include web designs that are easy to navigate, do not require scrolling down or up
to find important information, and provide necessary information
in plain English.

The Task Force should have a website that includes its best
practices and a final report describing each of the practices and
explaining why they were included. The report could also discuss
other best practices which were suggested but not approved. The
report should explain why they were not approved. For example,
the report would inform the public about a best practice proposed
by the business representatives that was not approved because the
consumer representatives rejected it. The report should explain
why the business community felt their suggestion was justified, as
well as why the consumer representatives objected to it.
The Task Force may want to continue to meet from time to
time in order to determine whether there have been significant

changes in communication methods and devices, marketing practices and web design which require a modification or revision of its
best practices recommendations. For example, embedded microchips could become commonplace. 3 18 The Internet of Things will
probably expand well beyond the consumer's home and vehicle.
As a result, consumers may be assenting to contracts and adopting
standard contract terms in a very different context than today.
These developments could require changes in the organization's
list of best practices. Along with any changes, the organization
should publish a report explaining why the changes were made. All
changes and the accompanying explanatory report should be
posted on the group's website.
The Task Force would have the flexibility to respond to
major changes unhampered by the restraints that legislatures and
government agencies are subject to and which result in substantial
delays before any change can be implemented. Hopefully, the Task
Force could complete its work in a far shorter time than it is taking
the ALI to complete its Consumer Contract Restatement project.
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Matwyshyn, supra note 284, at 83-84.
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B. Topics to Consider
Some possible areas on which the parties may be able to
agree are suggested by an FTC guidance related to online ads.3 19
The list below is adapted from the guidance, but uses broader language to apply to website content generally, rather than confined
to online ads.
" Important information should be "clear and conspicu320

ous"

"When using a hyperlink, "make the link obvious; label
it appropriately to convey the importance, nature and

'

relevance of the information it leads to; use hyperlink
styles consistently so consumers know when a link is
available... assess the effectiveness of the hyperlink
by monitoring click-through rates... and make
changes accordingly"32
" Consumers should not have to "scroll" down a page in
order to find important information. "When scrolling

is necessary, use text or visual cues to encourage consumers to scroll to view the" information3 22
" "Recognize and respond to any technological limitations or unique characteristics of a communication
method when" disclosing important information3 2 3

* Disclose important information "before consumers
make a decision to buy -e.g., before they 'add to shopping cart.'

32 4

FTC Disclosures, supra note 78. The guidance addresses sales representations on websites, but its recommendations suggest how websites could be designed more effectively to ensure that consumers give informed consent. See
319

LAUREN

K.

SAUNDERS, MARGOT SAUNDERS

&

CATHY LESSER MANSFIELD,

CONSUMER BANKING AND PAYMENTS LAW (6th ed. 2018), at 442-43 (discussing
the FTC guidance).
320 FTC Disclosures, supra note
78, at i.
321
322

Id

323

Id4
Id
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Id

at ii.
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* Important information "should not be relegated to
'terms of use' in similar contractual agreements"3 21
""Use plain language and syntax so that consumers understand" important information 326

" "Keep abreast of empirical research about where consumers do and do not look on a screen" 32 7

The Task Force should take the FTC's guidance on empirical research seriously. In formulating best practices, the Task
Force should consult with social scientists regarding web design, 328
cognition, perception and literacy in order to make websites more
understandable.329
An entire section of the Tentative Draft is devoted to the
adoption

of

standard

contract

terms.33

The

Reporters

'

acknowledge that consumers "are unlikely to read and exercise
meaningful informed consent to the non-core contract terms."33
That may explain why they ignore the problem of the comprehensibility of contract terms for those who do take advantage of the
opportunity to read them. The Reporters, however, may be unduly
skeptical. Some consumers undoubtedly read contract terms which

325

Id at iii.

326

Id

327

Id at ii.

See supratext accompanying notes 165-74; Trinidad Dominguez Vila et
al., 16 J. of THEOR. APPL. ELECTRON. COMMER. RES 18 (Jan. 1, 2021), available
at2021 WLNR 37. ("Attributes [such as] personalization, interactivity and...privacy and security become determinative elements of the user experience. A customized website that enhances usability, reflecting the needs and preferences of
the user, while respecting the privacy and security of the information, are hallmarks of future success, especially when accounting for the ongoing increases in
uses of mobile devices for e-commerce.").
329 See generally Becher, supra note 99, at 42, n. 172 (citing scholarship exploring "visualization and legal design as a means to improve the communication of legal information.").
330 Tentative Draft supra note 1,
at 18-19.
331 Id at 19. See Reidenberg, supra note 290, at 1414
(comprehending online
privacy policies requires a college degree). See also Shmuel I. Becher & Uri Benoliel, Law In Books and Law In Action 19, SSRN (Mar. 6, 2019),
www.ssrn.com/abstract=3334095 ("Our study [of the readability of privacy policies required by the GDPR] empirically indicates that privacy policies are still
very often unreadable.").
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include critical provisions such as mandatory arbitration and a ban
on class actions.33 2 If those consumers and/or consumer watchdog
organizations inform the public on social and other media, they
may be able to encourage more consumers to read contracts or at
the very least educate them about the presence and significance of
major contract terms. The Task Force should encourage consumers to read contract terms by proposing best practices to make
them more understandable. If consumers are aware of the egregious consequences of some of those provisions, they may be concerned enough to organize on social media or other places and pressure companies to replace those terms with more reasonable ones.

One recent case indicates that at least some of the time lay people not
only have knowledge of important contract terms, but also are willing to act
when they object to those terms. Over 5000 employees of DoorDash who disputed their classification as independent contractors under the Fair Labor
Standards Act either read or otherwise became aware of provisions in their employer's online agreements that included the classification as well as requiring
disputes to be decided in arbitration and banning class actions. Each employee
demanded arbitration of their dispute. Abernathy v. DoorDash, Inc., 438 F.
Supp. 3d 1062 (N.D. Calif. 2020). One court has noted that some law and economics scholars believe that in a competitive market an "informed minority" can
"discipline sellers from using unfavorable boilerplate terms." Berkson v. Gogo
LLC, 97 F. Supp. 3d 359, 384 (2015). The court cites Robert A. Hillman & Jeffrey
J. Rachlinsky, StandardForm Contractingin the ElectronicAge, 77 N.Y.U. L.
REV. 429, 441-45 (2002) (discussing various factors that determine whether a
minority of consumers can create sufficient incentives to deter sellers from including unfavorable boilerplate terms). But the court also pointed out that
"[r]ecent empirical studies analyzing the internet browsing behavior of consumers cast significant doubt on the applicability of the 'informed minority' assumption to online shoppers." 438 F. Supp. 3d at 384. That is because there can be no
informed minority unless some number of consumers actually are informed. At
least one study of on-line standard-form contracts questions whether there is an
informed minority. Yannis Bakos, Florencia Marotta-Wurgler & David R.
Trossen, Does Anyone Read the Fine Print?Consumer Attention to Standard
Form Contracts,43 J. LEGAL STUD. 1, 32 (2014) (finding "that very few consumers choose to become informed about standard-form online contracts...." Furthermore, most of the few who do access online contracts "do not spend enough
time doing so to have digested more than a fraction of their contents.") See generally Michael I. Meyerson, The Efficient ConsumerForm Contract:Law and
Economics Meets The Real World, 24 GA. L. REV. 583, 601 (1990) (analyzing
consumer behavior in a pre-internet marketplace and opining that generally
there are too few informed consumers to produce a competitive market for contract terms).
449
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To accomplish this, the group should consider a best practice regarding the use of plain English in online contracts.33 3 As it
is, thirty-seven states have enacted statutes requiring that consumer contracts be written in "plain English,"" 4 so formulating

plain English best practices would not be a novel thing to do. It
will not be easy to draft a specific best practice, however, because
the states have adopted different approaches in their requirements3 . and the Task Force's best practices would have to avoid
conflicting with state law.

The business community has objected to plain English statutes because "some legal documents required complexity."33 6 Companies, however, may find it hard to justify not making their con-

tract terms more understandable to their customers to the extent
this can be done and still comply with the requirements of the law.
Consequently, the Task Force should at least consider drafting a
best practice.
Even if the Task Force proposes a well-crafted best practice
encouraging more understandable consumer contract language, it
can never be a substitute for best practices that directly improve
consumers' well-being. For example, best practices should identify
and oppose terms and conditions that substantially burden vulnerable groups of consumers when those groups are targeted by companies. Moreover, the Task Force should go beyond a focus on
terms and conditions and propose practices to assist those consumers such as websites designed to facilitate use by the disabled.

3 See supra text accompanying note 327. See generally Lauren E. Willis,
Decision-Making and the Limits Of Disclosures: The Problem Of Predatory
Lending: Price, 65 MD. L. REV. 707, 712, 820-28 (2006) (contending that because
the content of disclosures have little influence on consumer decisions related to
agreeing to subprime home loans, lenders should be required to make a few proposed price disclosures to assist consumers in making the decision to take out a
loan).
3 George D. Gopen,"IKnow It When I See It" A New Way To Define The
"Plain" In "Plain English, AMERICAN BAR ASS'N (Aug. 28. 2019),
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/litigation/publications/litigationjournal/2 018-19/summer/i-know-it-when-i-see-it-new-way-define-plain-plain-english/.
3 Id at 22; Kali Jensen, The Plain English Movement's Shifting Goals, 13
J. GENDER RACE & JUST. 807 (2010); Michel S. Friman, Plain English Statutes
Long Overdue or Underdone?7 LoY. CONSUMER L. REV. 203 (1995).
336 Friman, supra note 336, at 108.
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The Task Force should oppose terms and conduct that the
CFPB and the FTC have found unfair and deceptive in enforcement actions or abusive in proceedings by the CFPB. Those lawsuits are fact-specific. The agency's findings are limited to the
terms of the agreement and the conduct that is the subject of the
enforcement action. Where there is no specific regulation outlawing the term or practice, those cases may have a limited deterrent
impact on other companies. Other firms may believe their terms
and conduct are not exactly the same as those in the cases and
therefore may escape agency action. The Task Force should review
the contract terms and conduct of the companies the agencies have
brought enforcement actions against and draft best practices stated
in more generally applicable terms condemning the unfair, deceptive or abusive term or conduct. In its place, the Task Force should
propose a term or practice that does not exploit consumers while
not unduly hindering companies from employing reasonable terms
and practices.
The Task Force may be able to make suggestions resulting
in greater standardization of websites." 7 For example, they might
recommend just one label on the button for consumers to indicate
they assent to enter into a legally binding obligation to purchase
goods and services. That would be preferable to some sellers labeling their buttons "I Agree" and others saying "Purchase Now."33 8
This should be accompanied by a link or other method that provides the opportunity for the consumer to learn the legal consequences of clicking, touching, or tapping on that button. There
should never be a situation where the consumer's clicking on a button or link results in contractual obligations that could not be

3
See generally Reidenberg, supranote 290 (finding a lack of standardization is an obstacle to consumers understanding privacy policies. Id at 1428; nonuniformity, including a "proliferation of competing icons" cause difficulties for
consumers in regard to privacy policies. Id. at 1429); Andy Crestodina, Web Design Standards: 10 Best Practices on the Top 50 Websites, ORBIT MEDIA
STUDIOS, ), www.orbitmedia.com/blog/web-design-standard (survey of 50 websites to determine which features of web design are so prevalent they can be
considered standard; examples of features examined include whether there is a
logo on the top left corner of every page and whether there is a search space in
the header) (visited Feb. 4, 2020).
338 Tentative Draft, supranote 1, at 21. The Tentative Draft indicates either
label would manifest assent to the transaction. Websites use a variety of labels.
See supra note 76.
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reasonably anticipated.3 3 9 Amazon's use of its "Dash Button" illustrates that sellers will continue to invent new ways to gain consumers' assent with new labels on buttons and decreasing transparency. 340

One of the major complaints that consumers have about
online shopping is the difficulty of obtaining satisfactory customer
service when a problem arises. Research by two marketing professors found that businesses increasingly use a tiered system in which
the consumer first interacts with a "chatbot." 34 1Chatbots, however,
do not improve customer service. This is especially true for vulnerable consumers such as the elderly, minorities and those with less
education.
Consumers can advance to tier 2 where they have the opportunity to talk with a live person "only after the Chatbot's [Artificial Intelligence software] recognizes that a customer is sufficiently unhappy with the process. These smart technologies
determine the caller's level of anger by remotely monitoring the
tone and pace of voice. If the level of anger reflects a chance the
customer may leave the company, then the call is transferred to a
more experienced operator to handle the complaint." 34 2
The Task Force should consider recommendations that
would make customer service far less onerous for consumers than
the process described by these researchers. The Task Force may be
able to come up with best practices that would improve customer
service without unduly increasing costs for the company. 343 A best

339 See Tentative Draft, supra note 1 ("[W]hen the consumer may reasonably
think that proceeding with the activity does not create a set of legally binding
obligations - the consumer does not manifest assent to a contract."). Cf FTC v.
Direct Benefits Group, LLC, WL 3771322 (M.D. Fla. July 18, 2013) (consumer
unintentionally signed up for services offered on banner ads and pop-up boxes).
340

See supra note 7 7.

341

Anthony Dukes & Yi Zhu, Why badcustomer service won't improve an-

ytime soon, THE CONVERSATION (Dec. 27, 2019) https://theconversation. com/why-bad-customer-service-wont-improve-anytime-soon-128671.
342 Id

343 Businesses may resist any efforts to improve customer service. Dukes and
Zhu found that "in markets without much competition, companies are more
likely to implement a tiered complaint process and profit from the reduced payouts to customers." Id See generally Dustin Volz & Alexa Corse, When Is the
Voter RegistrationDeadlinein Oklahoma?FacebookAlmost FlubbedIt, WALL
ST. J. (Feb. 7, 2020), https://www.wsj.com/articles/when-is-the-voter-registration-deadline-in-oklahoma-facebook-almost-flubbed-it-11581080021 (reporting
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practice that companies provide consumers with a phone number
that connects to a trained customer service representative should
be considered.
The Task Force should consider best practices for businesses that target vulnerable groups. A direct customer service
phone number would be especially helpful for these consumers.
The Task Force also could recommend best practices related to
web design to assist these communities, including the elderly 344 and
the disabled.34
The Task Force should consider best practices related to
privacy and security, especially related to financial institutions
which enable consumers to do their banking from their
smartphones. 346

-

-

that Facebook posted inaccurate information about the deadline to register to
vote in Oklahoma. Election officials pleaded with Facebook for over a month to
correct the erroneous information before Facebook finally complied).
344 Tynan, supranote 242. "[W]eb designers - predominantly young digital
natives - are still not adequately taking into account older customers' challenges
in using technology when designing digital interfaces. Not only are these customers generally less versed in the mobile environment, but designers are not
considering the limited dexterity, as well as cognitive and visual acuity, of seniors as they age... Use a standard, easy - to - read font, no smaller than 12
point. Give users the option to increase text to their desired size. Make hyperlinks larger to be more readable and a better target for aging eyes. Avoid pull
down menus and other moving interface elements. It's better to use static user
interface widgets and designs that don't require pixel - perfect pointing. Keep
changes to a minimum. Drastic design changes frustrate seniors the most. Half
of all seniors in one study said they keep a list of steps and instructions about
how to use websites they often visit."
34 Janni Lehrer-Stein, WhatIt's Like to Use Facebook When You're Blind,
N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 19, 2020), (urging others to follow Facebook's example and
implement facial recognition that assists the blind to identify photos, as long as
it is accompanied by "strict protocols for building facial recognition databanks
that prevent companies from inappropriate, unlawful or intrusive purposes.").
346 FED. TRADE COMM'N, Mobile Privacy Disclosures, Building Trust
Through
Transparency,
FTC
STAFF
REPORT
(Feb.
2013),
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/reports/mobile-privacy-disclosures-building-trust-through-transparency-federal-trade-commission-staffreport/130201mobileprivacyreport.pdf ("Mobile financial services can pose elevated risks related to device security, authentication, data security, mobile malware, data transmission security, compliance, and third - party management.
Customers are often less likely to activate security controls, virus protection, or
personal firewall functionality on their mobile devices, and mobile financial
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Because of the prevalence of unilateral modifications, best
practices should aim to prevent unfairness and overreaching. For
example, a business should not make a modification effective without adequate advance notice and an explanation of the effect of the
modification so consumers can decide what, if any, action to take.
Stakeholders may well ask why they should spend the time
and resources to participate in the Task Force, especially since it is
uncertain whether the stakeholders will be able to reach a consensus on what best practices to recommend. In deciding whether to
become involved, stakeholders should consider the alternative. Assuming the ALI is not able to agree on the Consumer Contracts
Restatement or complete a principles project instead, the only alternative to an unofficial ad hoc group such as the one proposed is
to continue along the current path. That means occasional piecemeal federal and state statutes and regulations. If the past is any
indication, legislators and regulators will not act except when
something egregious occurs, and then only to deal with that particular situation. As a result, there likely will be no comprehensive
federal law. In addition, Congress would be very hesitant to act
because contract law is primarily regarded as a matter for the
states. Court decisions will continue to focus on the specific facts
and websites involved in the dispute before the court. These decisions will not have precedential effect because few of them will be
made by appellate courts.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The ALI should abandon its Consumer Contracts Restatement project. Major developments in technology have been
adopted by companies to produce dramatic, continuous and legally
significant changes in the online consumer marketplace. There are
no appellate court cases applying contract law to the many issues
that arise in the current environment of touchscreens,
smartphones, "wearables," apps, virtual personal assistants and
other innovations. Courts have not had cases involving many web
design issues such as "dark patterns" or "coercive choice
services often involve the use of third - party service providers.") OFFICE OF
THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY, FFIEC INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
EXAMINATION
HANDBOOK,
OCC
BULLETIN
2016-14
(2016),

www.occ.gov/news-issuances/bulletins/2016/bulletin-2016-14.html. For an example of how payment providers can use behavioral biometrics to ensure that
transactions are valid, see supraFrankl-Duval, note 298.
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architecture." Consequently, there are no cases applying the law to
the current environment. As a result, there is no law to "restate."
The Tentative Draft black letter rules omit entirely the critical issue of consumer assent to transactions. There are some appellate cases involving a limited number of web sites where consumers used mouse clicks to adopt standard contract terms.
Critical scholarship, however, has thrown into doubt whether the
current draft of the Restatement accurately reflects the few relevant appellate cases that exist.
But even assuming the Reporters' collection and analysis of
cases are correct, even assuming they appropriately included trial
court decisions and dicta, the Tentative Draft fails to take into account the present reality of the Internet world in which consumers
transact business. Consequently, if a Restatement looking anything like the Tentative Draft is approved by the ALI, it will be

hopelessly out of date and of little use to lawyers and courts when
disputes arise in the future.
Additional factors support abandoning this project. The
Reporters adopted a view of their role that is far narrower than
justified by ALI's mission statement, other ALI documents, and
the columns written by the ALI Director in ALI publications. In

addition, the Reporters omitted any policy justification for the decisions they reached and the insights of social science studies of
consumer online behavior.
Precisely because there are no cases applying contract law
to the evolving online consumer marketplace, lawyers and courts
need guidance. Therefore, the ALI should consider a Principles
Project to produce a set of best practices. That effort would not be
hindered by the lack of case law.
Because the ALI may not be willing to embark on a Principles Project, another possible alternative should be considered.
That alternative is an independent Task Force whose membership
would include a wide range of stakeholders including those who
are not lawyers. The goal of the Task Force would be to publish a
set of best practices. While there are many potential obstacles to
the Task Force succeeding, they would not face the limitations of
a project acting within the ALI's institutional framework.
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